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EDITORIAL

“Rail freight transport in the
United Arab Emirates is certainly
a thrilling adventure!”
HANS-GEORG WERNER
MEMBER OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD
AT DB CARGO FOR REGION EAST

PASSION FOR RAIL
Do you know what fascinates me about DB Cargo?
It is the fusion of technology from the
last century with state-of-the-art digital processes
now –meaning that we bridge several
generations of technological development.

A THRILLING ADVENTURE BY RAIL
DB Cargo’s joint venture with Etihad Rail DB transports up to 7.2 million tonnes of sulphur per year.

S

ulphur granulate is produced during
the extraction and processing of natural gas, especially acid gas, as is found
in the UAE. Hundreds of thousands of
tonnes of the sulphur-yellow material is
produced every month and is transported by Etihad Rail DB. Etihad Rail DB is
responsible for the operations and maintenance of theUnited Arab Emirates’
national railway, transporting up to 7.2
million tonnes of granulated sulphur per
year from Shah and Habshan to Ruwais.
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The 264 km route will facilitate the transport of granulated sulphur from inland
sources to the port of Ruwais for export.
Etihad Rail DB runs two trains a day,
each train comprises 110 wagons and
transports up to 11,000 tonnes of granulate, a valuable raw material for industry
and agriculture.
DB AG and Etihad Rail joined forces
in 2013 to establish Etihad Rail DB. Today, Etihad Rail DB takes care of the operation and maintenance of the seven
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locomotives and 240 freight wagons.
Around 70 DB employees drive the
trains, train technical staff and keep the
wagons, tracks and bridges in good condition. No mean feat in a country where
engine drivers are faced with scorching
temperatures and sand drifts piling on
the tracks. “It is certainly a thrilling
adventure to be taking by rail,” says
Hans-Georg Werner, Member of the Management Board at DB Cargo for Region
East. “And we are part of it!”an

Photos: Sandvik Process Systems, DB/Pablo Castagnola/Ramon Haindl. Cover: Michael Neuhaus

In our single-wagon transport, we at DB Cargo
have a unique selling point in Europe. No other rail
company of our size is prepared to take the
risk of operating such a complex European system.
Behind this lie the efforts of our staff. This is why,
for this magazine, we have focused on people who normally do not appear in the spotlight very often: our
freight station workers, who work hard around the clock.
Day after day, we aim to fill this fascinating railway
system anew with life and enthusiasm. I very much
hope that you, too, sense the passion that characterises
our company.
I wish you an exciting read,

Andreas Busemann
Member of the Management Board at DB Cargo AG for Sales & Marketing

Interested in the latest from
the world of DB Cargo? Sign up for the
newsletter so you don’t miss
out on any news from the railways.
Subscribe at:
www.dbcargo.com/newsletter-en
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railways is available as an app or in printed
form in German, too.
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NEWS

NEWS
ZABRZE / POLAND

MANCHESTER / UNITED KINGDOM

THE MXA WAGON IS CHRISTENED
THE “LOBSTER”

AWARD FOR CSR INITIATIVES AT
DB CARGO

DB Cargo UK and the British infrastructure operator Network Rail
have chosen a very unusual approach to the issue of safety on the
railways. They discussed the topic with primary schoolchildren
and organised a competition to select the name for a new type of
wagon. The children were more than up to the task and the bright
red, rectangular MXA wagon (see also page 47) will now be called
the “Lobster”. The name continues a tradition that goes back to
the 1940s, when rail wagons were named after aquatic animals. The
name was suggested by schoolgirls Emilia Sneiegon (10), Nicole
Biechowiak (10) and Rachel McLoughlin (11) from The Willows
Primary School in Manchester. DB Cargo UK also named a locomotive after their school. “Everyone had a brilliant day and we were
delighted to name our 60020 locomotive after The Willows Primary
School on behalf of Emilia, Nicole and Rachel,” said DB Cargo UK
CEO Geoff Spencer. an

The Responsible Business Forum in Poland has honoured DB Cargo Polska
for its engagement in health, environmental protection and voluntary
work among its employees. The awarding body is a non-governmental
organisation that looks closely at matters related to corporate social
responsibility. The Forum describes the Polish DB Cargo subsidiary’s
good practice initiatives, in particular, as exemplary in the organisa
tion’s renowned annual report. The awarded practices are: the safety
and health days, the “Tipps vom Ökolöwen” (“Tips from the Eco-lion”)
initiative and the “Get on the train to help” volunteering programme.
“We are proud that our activities have received this additional recogni
tion,” says Katarzyna Marciniak of DB Cargo Polska. “Our employees are doing a lot of things in this area as part of the volunteering
programme that our company has introduced.” The Responsible
Business Forum publishes an annual report on “Responsible Business
in Poland. Good Practices”. The full English version is available at
www.odpowiedzialnybiznes.pl/english/. an

Photos: DB Cargo UK, Deutsche Bahn AG, Cedric PASQUINI/ REA / laif, DB Cargo Polska/Fotowidzenie.pl, Deutsche Bahn AG, DB/Uwe Miethe

MAINZ /GERMANY

THE RAILWAYS GET QUICKER AT
MAKING WAGONS QUIETER
The rail operator is accelerating its efforts in converting to
low-noise freight wagons. By the end of this year, 50 per cent
of the DB Cargo fleet will have been fitted with what
are known as “whisper brakes”. To date, more than 21,000
freight wagons have been fitted with this noise-reduction
technology. That figure is planned to reach 32,000 by the
end of the year. The “whisper brake”, which relies on brake
blocks with newly developed composites, can halve the
noise of passing freight trains, as perceived by the human ear.
By 2020, DB Cargo aims to convert all its existing freight
wagons and, in addition, to have procured a total of around
9,000 new quiet wagons with composite brake blocks. mh

HAMBURG /GERMANY

NORTHERN PORTS CONFERENCE:
EUROPEAN CHAMPION IN ATTENDANCE

Hamburg

Manchester

Mainz

Zabrze

Paris

BAYONNE / FRANCE

PARIS / FRANCE

NEW RAIL OFFERINGS IN BAYONNE
The new regional rail operator OFP Sud-Ouest commenced operations in
France in mid-January 2016. The company is a joint venture by the DB Cargo
subsidiary Euro Cargo Rail (ECR), the CCIT Bayonne Pays Basque Chamber
of Industry and Commerce, and a consortium of smaller companies. Bayonne
is France’s ninth largest port and is mainly used for the transhipment of
grain, timber, fertilisers and oil. From Bayonne, OFP operates connections
towards Lacq-Tarbes, Bordeaux-Landes and Spain. Traction is provided by ECR. The new rail company is keen to take advantage of the
growth opportunities in the region. Thousands of lorries cross the Spanish–
French border here every day. “We can now offer our customers direct
access to the DB Cargo network in France and Europe,” says Jean-Philippe
Delmont, Sales Director at ECR. an
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Prominent support for DB Cargo and TFG Transfracht:
the 10th Northern Ports Conference held in Hamburg
at the end of April was moderated by Thomas Helmer
(pictured). The winner of the European football
championship and presenter of the football talk show
“Doppelpass” illustrated the similarities and differ
ences between professional football and logistics in a
keynote speech. The host of the anniversary event
was Dirk Steffes, Head of the Intermodal Sector at DB Cargo. The new
Member of the DB Cargo Management Board for Sales, Andreas Buse
mann, also introduced himself to the 50 or so shipping companies, freight
forwarders and operators of ports and other facilities in attendance. In
an interview with Thomas Helmer he asserted the rail freight company’s
claim to leadership in maritime supply chains across Europe: “Our atten
tion is clearly centred on organising optimum solutions for our customers,
and we will remain Number 1 in Europe.” mh

BON ANNIVERSAIRE, ECR!
Bayonne
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This year, Euro Cargo Rail (ECR) celebrates the tenth anniversary of its first
rail freight transport operation, undertaken for its first customer, Carrières du
Boulonnais. Since then, DB Cargo’s French national subsidiary has experi
enced a double-digit growth rate as France’s second-largest rail freight com
pany, after the national state rail operator SNCF. Meanwhile, ECR has gained a
market share of 18 per cent. The prospects also look bright for 2016: five new
contracts with an annual volume of 600,000 tonnes are to be concluded in the
first half of the year. The DB Cargo national subsidiary will soon adopt the DB
Cargo visual brand identity while retaining its name. “DB is a strong name and
a strong brand – simple and well-known. It will generate greater awareness of
our affiliation to the group and its activities among customers and the general
public,” says Nadja Rachow, spokesperson for ECR. mh
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A STRONG SYSTEM
RIGHT ACROSS
EUROPE
Single-wagon transport for customers who think and act
on a truly European scale – to keep this promise,
DB Cargo has to bring many workers together on the whole
continent in a well-functioning production system.
Can this really work?
We paid an on-site visit to Wanne-Eickel to find out.
Text: Axel Novak
Photos: Michael Neuhaus

PRECISION WORK:
At the hump, tank
wagons carrying
liquid chemicals have
to be braked
with particular care
by hand.
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MIGHTY OAK:
Station manager
Hakan Güney
is responsible for
the site and
looks after the needs
of his staff.

SAFETY:
The wagon technician examines
the wagons for
external damage and
to ensure that
consignments are
adequately secured
for transport.
10
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anne-Eickel, 5.30 a.m.: the western hump is still
standing in the dawn’s early light. Train 51142
from Seelze slowly approaches the “Einfahrgruppe”
on the western hump. A Class 261 “Gravita” shunting
locomotive then pushes the wagons, after arrival and
processing, through the automatic warning system at
the “Einfahrgruppe”– the name given to the entry
area at the marshalling yard. This is a “mixed train”,
in railway workers’ parlance, consisting of wagons of
diverse provenance. The plan now is to push it over
the western hump and break it up – meaning, to uncouple the individual wagons from the train. Next,
they make their own way to different marshalling
tracks, depending on their destination. There, they
are coupled later with other wagons to form new trains
and driven off.
Train 51142 from Seelze is bringing car-carrying
wagons transporting new vehicles for a customer,
amngst other things. They come from various motor
vehicle manufacturers in Germany, Spain and Poland,
and some have already covered a few thousand kilometres. The plan is to deliver them to the customer
before the end of today. The company Helf Automobil
Logistik in Essen Katernberg organises the delivery
of new vehicles to car dealers in the whole Ruhr region.
“We run two regular scheduled services a day for Helf,
each with 18 wagons. The first sets off for the customer’s siding in the morning loaded, and picks up empty
wagons on the way back, and the second goes in the
evening at about 7 p.m.,” explains Hakan Güney, head
of the Wanne-Eickel site. “If required, we also run
additional trains in response to customer requests,
including on Saturdays.”
Around 96 trains per month for one customer – it
sounds like a huge number. However, this figure is
only a small proportion of the volume transhipped at
Wanne-Eickel every day. With its staff of 270, the
freight station is the fourth-biggest in the region. It is
part of the Duisburg/Hagen Production Centre, DB
Cargo’s largest in Germany, through which around one
quarter of the country’s single-wagon transport
passes. Every day, some 60 trains arrive at the station
and 65 newly formed trains leave. Up to 1,200 wagons
pass over the eastern and western humps each day.
AT THE STEEL HEART OF GERMANY
Wanne-Eickel lies in the centre of the Ruhr region,
midway between Duisburg and Dortmund, between
Recklinghausen and Bochum. This is where the steel
heart of Germany beats: the steel industry is fully dependent on the rail freight operator. Also, anybody
familiar with the clogged roads of this region is well
aware that no other transport mode is capable of delivering as reliably and effectively.
Whether it is to supply the major steelworks or to
transport finished steel products out in the coal and
steel sector, the rail operator runs trains weighing
thousands of tonnes, either as block trains or in the

single-wagon system. On average, more than 200 wagons leave Wanne-Eickel each day just in order to deliver empty wagons to Thyssen’s sites in Oberhausen,
Dortmund, Bochum and Duisburg. “Three shunting
locomotives are available for train formation,” Güney
says. There are also two environmentally friendly
Class 261/265 “Gravita” locomotives for use in the
train-formation facility and in the operating area. The
270 employees work on a three-shift system.
Güney has been in charge at Wanne-Eickel since
2014. He handles all matters relating to production at
this spacious site. Occupational and operational safety,
in particular, demand a high level of both concentration and discipline. “Only if we make ourselves approachable and visible and demonstrate personal
commitment,” Güney believes, “can we truly motivate
staff and gain their long-term support.” This is because
they, too, understand that the rail freight operator is
currently facing a whole range of challenges. With the
average age of staff approaching 50, there are already
signs of a demographic change on the way at
Wanne-Eickel. As many employees will be retiring in
a few years, Güney needs to train and recruit now while
also ensuring a pleasant working atmosphere.
CAUTION WHEN WORKING ON A TRAIN
The train has now reached the hump. The marshalling
support workers and shunters have arrived at the
western hump. They form part of the 141-strong marshalling staff at Wanne-Eickel. They attend around
the clock to everything that accompanies marshalling
operations, ranging from expert deceleration and stopping on the track to safety. Marshalling support worker Daniel Scholz establishes with a glance at the
shunting label that the wagons are standing in the
correct order. Then he uncouples them with a long
pole, so that the wagons roll downwards to the marshalling group according to their departure track.
Meanwhile, the shunters stand ready. As the train
contains three wagon groups with liquefied gases, they
will have to be braked with particular care by hand.
To do this, one shunter gets onto the uncoupled wagon and turns the handbrake until a shrill noise proves
that it is functioning properly. “When it squeaks as
loudly as that, I know the brake is working,” Sebastian
Pöther explains cheerfully before he releases the crank
again and rolls gently down with the wagon to its new
marshalling track.
It takes only a few minutes until all the wagons on
train 51142 have disappeared into the individual marshalling tracks. One train has been broken up into a
lot of little rump trains, which will grow to reasonable
lengths in the course of the day before then leaving
the station.
IMMENSE PLANNING EFFORT
Underlying this principle of train formation are an
immense amount of manpower and material and a
RAILWAYS 02 | 16
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huge planning effort. The work involved in breaking
up and reassembling trains requires an understanding
of mathematics. Only through interaction of all the
staff at a specific, precisely defined time is it possible
to ensure that wagons from all regions of Europe enter
a station, are broken up and then set off for new destinations after being reconfigured into new trains.
This process brings centuries-old job descriptions
together with state-of-the-art technology. The activities of the shunters, for example, are directed by the
yardmaster. Jürgen Malchow is one of these yardmasters and is responsible for the deployment of
staff at the station. Malchow, who started in 1975
with Deutsche Bundesbahn, as the company was
then called, knows the station inside out. As master
of the shunting or disassembly list – the name given
to the instructions according to which arriving trains
are broken up into different wagons and wagon
groups, depending on their destination – he is responsible for making sure that the correct wagons
end up on the correct track, and in the correct position. This is important, because many customers’
production processes depend on a wagon coming in
the right order: only in this way is it possible to ensure a smooth flow of materials into the factory. “You
need to have good knowledge of local conditions for
this,” says Malchow, a man who seems unflappable in any situation. “A process such as this certainly cannot be managed remotely.”
Malchow’s job title is also known as “valley master”, because he is based in the valley, at the foot of
the hump, and therefore in the midst of the action.
Two other people at the heart of things are Patrick
Jahn, operating area dispatcher, and Thomas Koch,
train-formation dispatcher. These two oversee the
progress of the operation on a screen. They make sure

that a sufficient number of staff are at the right place
at the right time and that the wagons arrive at the
right marshalling tracks. Further up in the station,
beyond the hump, Christoph Kirschning in the main
station building is one of four group leaders overseeing and responsible for the everyday operational situation in production.
INTENSIVE PREPARATIONS AS THE SHIFT
BEGINS
8.50 a.m.: the car wagons from the broken-up train
51142 are standing on the marshalling track. The driver
Christian Hendrix moves his shunting locomotive cautiously up to the waiting wagons. Hendrix has been on
shift since 4.30 a.m. and has prepared his vehicle at the
freight station. The Class 294 shunting locomotive has
been around far longer than its 34-year-old driver: built
in 1969, with a new engine and fitted some years ago
with the necessary technology to enable it to be remotely controlled by radio: a reliable workhorse for Hendrix.
He used it early in the morning to serve his first customers: wagons needed to be dispatched to the nearby
Castrop-Rauxel, and a little later, others had to be sent
to Herne. Now, the wagons carrying new cars are ready
for their transfer to Essen-Katernberg.
After the train examiner Matthias Wollmann has
coupled the wagons, he checks for safety: he goes along
with a long-handled hammer tapping the axles to
make sure that the wagons’ brakes have been released.
He also has to check the wagons’ suspension springs,
locks and height adjustment. Finally, the train examiner conducts a visual inspection to ensure that the
vehicles are leaving the freight station intact. The train
examiner requires around 20 minutes for this task.
9.38 a.m.: a marshalling support worker climbs
aboard the locomotive to secure a level crossing en

FINAL CHECK:
The train stands at
the siding,
ready for departure.
The wagon
technician gives the
driver the all-clear.

INDUSTRIOUS:
Together, the rail
freight company and
the steel industry
have made the Ruhr
region great.

Photos: A. VIEREGGE- ELSETHAL GmbH

A RISKY JOB WITH A LONG TRADITION:
THE SHUNTER

12

Hard labour with a lot of responsibility: from the very
earliest years of the railways, shunters have performed
a dangerous task. While the marshalling support worker uncouples the wagons and breaks up the train with
reference to the shunting label, the shunters ensure
that each wagon ends up on the right track and carefully meets up with the other wagons in the new train
without damaging the wagons or their freight. Special
customer requests have to be taken into consideration
here: whereas one drag shoe per wagon is enough for
traditional wagons, particularly valuable freight – such
as new cars – is brought to a halt with two iron bars.
Working with heavy wagons on wet or slippery tracks
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in high winds and bad weather makes this profession
one of the most dangerous at the marshalling yard.
More stringent safety regulations, high-visibility
clothing and extensive consultation exist with the aim
of avoiding accidents in the dangerous area around
the tracks. “Four to five shunters on early-to-late and
night shifts process around 65 trains altogether on
the 700 metres of track in a day. By the end of the day,
they have covered a fair distance and done quite a lot
of work, and in all weathers,” recalls Hakan Güney,
the man in charge at Wanne-Eickel, who himself started out as a shunter with DB Cargo following his vocational training.
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RARITY:
Germany’s last
remaining analogue
signalling system is
still in use in WanneEickel. The switches
on this electromechanical desktop
device are from
1935 and are to
this day operated
manually.

CONTROL:
Trains regularly
arrive at the
customer’s site.
They are monitored
on screen.
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route. Hendrix now reports from the locomotive that
train 53984 is ready for departure. Hendrix enters
the departure time into his CDD (cargo digital data
communication) device. Shunting locomotive drivers and train examiners use this device, the size of
a handheld scanner, to communicate with the dispatchers and to document the work completed and,
thus, the train’s status. This is going to change: DB
Cargo has already supplied all its engine drivers
throughout Germany with a tablet, through which
mobile communication and the exchange of data
take place. Shunting locomotive drivers and wagon
technicians are likewise due to be given these mobile
devices in future.
THROUGH THE BACKYARDS OF THE REPUBLIC
The signal beside the track jumps onto green, Hendrix
flicks the switch, and the 80-tonne locomotive sedately pulls the wagons out of the station, heading west.
Hendrix, who completed his shunting locomotive
driver’s training as part of a programme for railway
personnel in operational service, loves his job. “Obviously, my daily trip to Castrop-Rauxel is not the stuff
of party conversations, but it does give me quiet work
here in my locomotive,” says Hendrix, whose career
took a few detours before he ended up on the railways.
“Every day is the same – and yet, every day is also completely different.”
Quite incidentally, Hendrix creates more
eco-friendliness through his work. Many lorries
would have to crawl through the crowded roads of
the Ruhr region to transport the same volume of
freight. It is no wonder that single-wagon transport
is a possible saviour for meeting the German government’s ambitious climate-protection targets and
saving the country’s strained road infrastructure
from collapse.
Hendrix drives his train through the backyard of
the region: allotments, an industrial estate, and de-

pots of the local bus company on the left. At one
station, the locomotive has to wait until all the
tracks are clear: passenger trains have priority, and
Hendrix has to change across all the tracks in order
to reach the customer’s siding. At last, he can move
on, and the train passes Gelsenkirchen. On the right,
the new siding and large halls of another DB Cargo
customer come into view: this is where the company
Wheels stores aluminium cans for companies, including for a well-known drinks manufacturer. The
cans are collected daily in two visits and put together
in Wanne-Eickel to make up a train with 39 wagons.
Next, they travel to Austria and Switzerland, where
they are filled and then sent by rail on their journey
to their destination regions.
Shortly after, the train comes to a level crossing.
Hendrix’s companion gets out, lowers the barriers
and waits for his train to pass. Then he opens the
two barriers again and gets on the waiting train. They
continue together through meadows bathed in the
colours of spring, green nature reserves in a region
that is synonymous with industrialisation like no
other in Europe.
Then they reach the Helf site. Thousands of new
cars stand there, safely wrapped under tarpaulins,
waiting to be transported to dealers. The customer’s
siding already contains two trains: filled wagons that
arrived from Wanne-Eickel yesterday evening, and,
beside them, empty wagons that need to be returned
to various vehicle manufacturers. Hendrix gets out:
he is now needed not only as a shunting locomotive
driver but also as a wagon examiner, and he checks
that every wagon is safe to be operated and to be taken
out on the railway network.
Hendrix uncouples, switches the tracks at the entrance to the Helf siding and puts the locomotive onto radio operation. Then he gets onto the locomotive
at the front and carefully guides it by remote control
up to the empty wagons. Next, he connects them up

STATE-OF-THE-ART SOFTWARE DEVELOPED IN-HOUSE
·	DB Cargo is using state-of-the-art software at its WanneEickel site. Alongside traditional software tools, the
“Proaktive Steuerung” (“Proactive Management”) programme gives dispatchers a clear overview of the current
situation at the station. The programme was developed
in February 2015 by members of the quality management
team at the Duisburg/Hagen Production Centre.

in the course of their work. These data are processed graphically and then made available to the dispatchers.

·	Since these status messages are issued long before departure, the dispatchers are able to respond promptly to
any emerging problems. “We do not only want to know
whether we are running on time but also why we are not
running on time,” explains Peter Nicolaus, who devel·	
oped the tool with his team in Duisburg. It is good that
“Proaktive Steuerung” combines central train data with status
that there are plans to put the “Proaktive Steuerung”
messages on train formation, wagon technicians, engines and
tool into use all over Germany in future.
engine drivers, which are issued by employees at the station
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and checks each wagon for safety. Less than half an
hour later, he gets back onto the locomotive, drives
the train with its empty wagons up to the exit track,
uncouples, changes tracks and reconnects the loaded
wagons. Then he pushes the train, weighing 468
tonnes, onto the now-empty track. Finally, he uncouples and reports to the station master.
DB Cargo’s single-wagon transport usually goes
on in the background. The customer and client can
count on a reliable service. As Hendrix constantly
communicates the train’s position to the dispatchers,
who enter the data into the various systems, all the
parties always know where a train and its wagons are
at a given time.
Suddenly, an hour has passed. Finally, Hendrix
reports that he is ready for departure back to

A RAPIDREACTION FORCE
FOR ALL SEASONS

Wanne-Eickel. Once clearance has been given, the
train sets off with its empty wagons – still under
the old number as far as Gelsenkirchen, then from
there to the final destination, the freight station, as
train number 53985.
One and a half hours later, Hendrix has driven the
train over the hump. His colleagues have broken up
the wagons and sent them onto the various marshalling tracks. While Hendrix is getting changed at the
end of his shift and going home, the wagons have long
since embarked on their return journey across the
country to the most distant regions of Europe.an

The “Zukunft Bahn” programme:
DB Cargo sets the pace for higher quality
with its quality-assurance team.

D

B Cargo intends to build on its position as Europe’s leading rail freight transport company in the
years to come. For this purpose, the rail freight operator has used the “Zukunft Bahn” programme to initiate a range of measures to improve quality in a way
that will be clearly visible.
This includes a rapid-reaction force, which since
March 2016 has been available for deployment as a
quality-assurance team throughout Germany. It is composed of 60 engine drivers, 30 shunting locomotive
drivers and 20 wagon technicians, who are all on call.
One of these is Christian Kuzio, a 46-year-old
wagon technician currently deployed in Ingolstadt.
He goes along each and every wagon in a 640-metrelong freight train carrying automotive parts for
transport to Győr in Hungary and checks the wagons
for technical faults or ensures that these are correctly sealed and labelled. He meticulously documents
all irregularities. “The work is the same, and the
responsibility is just as great. The only difference is
the location,” Kuzio says. His actual home base is
the marshalling yard at Nuremberg, but for now, he
is living temporarily in Ingolstadt.

Contact | Hakan Güney
Telephone: +49 (0)2325 660-500
Hakan.Gueney@deutschebahn.com

“HUGE CHANGES”
The role that the Duisburg/Hagen Production Centre plays for DB Cargo
is explained by the centre’s head, Hendrik Penner.

The fluctuations in the global economy are now
making their presence strongly felt in Germany’s ports.
How are you responding to this growing volatility?
We are responding to this in two ways. First, we are offering our customers flexible special trains alongside our
regular, scheduled trains. These special trains are fitted
into our system if they meet the test of sufficient resources being available. On the other hand, if we are dealing
with a long-term change in customers’ ordering habits, we
adjust our regular production system accordingly to meet
market requirements. In addition, in our single-wagon
16

transport we are always able to include additional shipments if the train’s maximum load has not yet been
reached.
Duisburg and the whole region are facing a series of
challenges that they have to confront, such as demographic changes and the resulting shortage of skilled
workers. How are you dealing with this?
We have noticed for some time that the market for skilled
workers has become narrower. This applies both to driving
– for example, for train and shunting-locomotive drivers –
as well as to marshalling operations, wagon technicians
and maintenance professions. So far, however, we remain
such an attractive employer in the regional market
that we have not yet had any staff shortages in these areas.
One last question. What form is digitisation taking at
the Duisburg/Hagen Production Centre?
One thing is that we have supplied all our train drivers with
tablets. They are now using these in their everyday
work – for instance, for status messages and documentation. We will also be able to transfer our entire production
system to a capacity-tested network with the introduction
of new management and booking systems. This means
that customers will receive a binding transport schedule
for their shipments and will be able to make confirmed
bookings for capacity in our system. These are huge changes
that we are handling!
Interview: Axel Novak
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HINTERLAND:
Hendrik Penner leads
the Production
Centre at Duisburg/
Hagen, one of
DB Cargo’s most
important sites in
hinterland transport
for seaports.

Mr Penner, your Production Centre plays a major
part in hinterland transport for the North Sea ports.
Why is this?
The concept of the “seaport hinterland” is based on the
fact that containers are transported by rail or ship from
the North Sea ports to the hinterland. As part of this concept, alongside other ports on the Rhine, the Port of Duisburg for ships and the Duisburg hub for rail play the main
part in picking up unsorted consignments and redirecting
them according to their destinations. Our task in singlewagon transport is to pull these shipments together at
core train-formation facilities such as Cologne-Gremberg,
Hagen-Vorhalle and Oberhausen Osterfeld and to dispatch them to all points of the compass. We transport
large consignments in single wagons for ThyssenKrupp
Steel Europe on routes to Italy, as well as chemical
shipments from the major Bayer, Marl-Hüls and Hürth
chemical parks.

WAGON TECHNICIAN:
Christian Kuzio is a
member of the qualityassurance team
and currently works in
Ingolstadt.

QUALITY-ASSURANCE TEAM GIVES RAPID HELP
He signed up for the quality-assurance team a few
weeks ago. This team now helps out wherever the
quality of the operation is endangered: freight trains
not being loaded or put together on time, or for any
other reason not reaching the customer as ordered.
There may be many such reasons: storms, floods, accidents or construction work, but also short-notice
orders and staffing bottlenecks.
All the engine drivers, shunting locomotive drivers and wagon technicians are ready for deployment at short notice. They can be deployed for up
to three months at a stretch and several times a
year. For this, they receive an additional allowance,
and accommodation is arranged by colleagues at
the deployment location. “We really get about, and
I think this is great,” Kuzio says. All 110 employees
have volunteered for the quality-assurance team
and are contributing in this way towards directly
improving quality in the provision of services to
DB Cargo’s customers.an
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RELIABILITY AND QUALITY
ARE THE DECISIVE FACTORS
Single-wagon transport is expensive and time-consuming,
but DB Cargo is committed to providing this complex production system.
Dr Jürgen Wilder, the CEO of DB Cargo, explains why.

Why is DB Cargo still providing single-wagon transport
throughout Europe when the majority of other large
rail companies stopped doing this a long time ago?
The single-wagon transport network is the backbone of
our transport services. It allows us to respond flexibly to
customers’ requests and to stand out from our rail competitors. We offer rail transport across the whole of Europe and this service enables customers that do not have
enough goods for block train solutions to use the railway
to transport their products.
We also want to make efficient use of our assets on our customers’ behalf. A regular service every week is a much
better option than collecting wagons over a longer period
to make up a block train. It also gives us the opportunity
to standardise our products more effectively and, at the
same time, to make them more flexible.
We know that we have to bring about significant improvements in the reliability and quality of our
single-wagon transport operations in order to meet
growing market requirements and respond to the
pressure on costs. We are aiming to achieve this with
our capacity-checked network, which is part of the
Netzwerkbahn programme, and with the group-wide
“Zukunft Bahn” programme. We have recently introduced the capacity-checked network and the stabilisation phase has just begun. I am certain that this will
make our services more reliable. The measures from
the “Zukunft Bahn” programme will complement
all the key aspects of the capacity-checked network
and will support a more stable production system.

services. We provide these services with our own national subsidiaries and our service partners. We are facing a number of challenges in this area. We are under
pressure to reduce the costs of our production system and
to make it more stable. This is why we have introduced
the capacity management system on our network, which
allows us to control the capacity of the system more
effectively on the basis of customers’ upstream orders.
This leads to greater stability and improved productivity.
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How important is single-wagon transport to DB Cargo?
Single-wagon transport allows us to set ourselves
apart from our competitors, most of which only offer
block train solutions. We are responding to structural
changes in the market that have resulted in smaller
shipment sizes. Currently around 70 per cent of our
trains are single-wagon transports. We have developed an efficient network to accommodate this, consisting of train formation yards, hubs and freight
transport offices. These facilities are essential in enabling us to provide a good service for our customers
that meets market requirements. Around half of our
international trains operate as single-wagon transport
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To what extent has the single-wagon transport business grown in recent years and what are its prospects
for the future?
Growth in single-wagon transport has remained relatively stable over the last few years, which is largely the
result of demand from the steel, automotive and
chemical industries. We continue to work on the basis that
we are seeing a slightly positive economic trend in
Germany and Europe, meaning that growth in the market
is inherently feasible.
However, we are currently seeing a drop in raw steel
production in Germany and the rest of Europe, primarily
caused by overcapacity in China. In contrast, the
chemical and paper industries are growing. Because of the
large number of different sectors that use the singlewagon transport system, we can to a certain extent balance out our capacity across the different industries.
However, it is also clear that we are not fully exploiting
the positive growth in the overall market. This is why
we are currently focusing on doing our business “homework” to put ourselves in a better position.
Finally, and I would like to emphasise this point, we also
need to mention the factors that influence our business.
Falling diesel prices, a reduction in the road toll for lorries and rising track prices, the high cost of noise reduction, the failure to introduce ETCS in a standardised
way throughout Europe, cheap haulage companies from
eastern Europe and the planned introduction of mega
trucks are all factors that have a fundamental influence
on the competitiveness of the rail industry.

Which areas of the market are seeing particularly
strong growth?

Our intermodal and automotive businesses in particular
have grown over recent years. In other areas, such as
coal, construction materials and timber, we have seen a
fall in sales. But in the industries that are important
for single-wagon transport – steel, chemicals and paper –
there has been slight growth.

NETWORKED:
Dr Jürgen Wilder has
been at the helm of
DB Cargo and Europe’s
largest rail freight
transport network for
over half a year.

What influence does capacity management have on
single-wagon transport?
It has enabled us to be more reliable and more punctual
in our single-wagon transport business, which means
that we can respond more effectively to growing market
requirements. For the first time, we are able to give our
single-wagon transport customers an estimated time of
arrival (ETA) and also inform them if for any reason we
will not meet this delivery time. This means that we can
provide our customers with much more accurate and
reliable information about the ETA than we have been
able to in the past.
In our network, the interface with our customers is a
key success factor. Being able to book and provide the
wagons at an early stage is the basis for providing a
reliable service. Of course, the single-wagon transport
system remains as flexible as it has always been and
orders can still be placed at short notice. However, under some circumstances it will not be possible for us
to fulfil orders at very short notice in the way that we
would originally have liked to, depending on the availability of capacity.

You have already been working in the Xrail Alliance
for a long time. What are the next steps within the
Xrail Alliance?
In the Xrail Alliance we will be continuing to work on introducing a European capacity management system and
on achieving our objective of strengthening the European single-wagon transport network. In doing so, we
lay the groundwork for more stability in the international transport system and more reliability for our customers.

Interview: Axel Novak
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TWO TRACK GAUGES
The wagons run from central and northern Europe to
the Saarbrücken marshalling yard. There, they are
directed onto the French network and driven by DB
Cargo’s French national subsidiary Euro Cargo Rail
(ECR) at high frequency to Irun on the Spanish border,
where they are transhipped. Most of the freight travels
on by lorry to its destinations in Spain or southern
France. A smaller proportion continues its journey by
rail. These transport operations are organised by the
Railsider company.
Railsider operates railports both on the Atlantic
coast, in Irun and Hendaye, and on the Mediterranean, in Portbou and Perpignan. There, the transhipment specialist handles wagons with the Central
European standard gauge, as well as some with the
Iberian broad gauge. In Irun alone, there are five storage facilities providing more than 30,000 square
metres of covered space. DB Cargo also offers additional value-added services in the railports carried
out by trained staff of the company, such as quality
controls, packing or repackaging. “We are always keen
to offer our customers innovative logistics solutions,”
explains Jokin Letamendia, International Business
Manager at Railsider. “This is an aim that we have
pursued in the past ten years, in close partnership
with DB Cargo.”
Railnet France launched with one round trip per
week to Bayonne and Irun. There are now six round

trips. Initially, there was likewise one train per week
running to Portbou. Now, there are six to Portbou and
four to Perpignan. With a large network in France,
connected to many European countries, Railnet
France offers a flexible solution, under which customers are required to book only the exact number of wagons that they actually need. mh
Contact | Andrew Kelly
Telephone: +49 (0)6131 15-61645
Andrew.Kelly@deutschebahn.com
Contact | Sandra Uebel
Telephone: +34 686 748 042
Sandra.Uebel@deutschebahn.com

FAST AND
FLEXIBLE:
Transhipment at
the Railsider
railport in Irun.

RAILNET FRANCE IS CELEBRATING
ITS TENTH ANNIVERSARY

Belgium

A European transport bridge is celebrating a very special anniversary: Railnet France
was designed as DB Cargo’s first single-wagon system outside Germany.

Germany

Bettembourg

Luxembourg

Paris

Mannheim

Saarbrücken
Épinal
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n 2006, known then as the “Spain Shuttle”, the first
trains set off from Einsiedlerhof near Saarbrücken
for the Spanish border. This marked the birth of DB
Cargo’s first foreign single-wagon system, now called
“Railnet France”. The first step had been taken towards
building up a cross-border, multimodal supply chain
for small volumes between Germany, France, Spain
and Portugal. Since then, customers wishing to transport goods by rail quickly, efficiently and cost-effectively have been able to direct their freight towards
Railnet France, even if they have not had sufficient
volume to utilise the capacity of a full train.
As the western European network is closely integrated with the neighbouring countries’ track systems,
DB Cargo can also carry out international single-wagon transport operations, all the way from Russia or

Scandinavia to Spain and Portugal. “The advantage
of this system is that it covers all types of freight,” explains Sandra Uebel, who, as Head of Rail Services
Spain and Portugal, based in Madrid, is driving the
network’s expansion on the Iberian peninsula. “We
can use Railnet France for the whole range of transport
operations. Whether it is vehicle parts, steel coils,
metals, pulp, paper, construction materials, consumer goods or even chemical products, we can carry all
these things in the single-wagon system between
Spain and Portugal and the rest of Europe. This makes
Railnet France an extremely important part of DB
Cargo’s European network,” explains Andrew Kelly,
Network Operator & Project Manager Sales, who is
responsible for the organisation and expansion of
Railnet France.
RAILWAYS 02 | 16
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FLOURISHING
LANDSCAPES:
Freight reaches
Spain via the
eco-friendly singlewagon system.

Dijon

Lyon

Bayonne
Perpignan
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The new service links up major centres of the Polish
chemical and electrical industries with Germany and
many other countries in western, southern and northern Europe that are integrated into the DB Cargo
single-wagon network. However, the steel industry
also benefits from the Mazovia liner train: by comparison with existing offers, wagon-turnaround times are
reduced by up to 50 per cent. Last year, around 5,000
wagons were carried by the Mazovia liner train, with
a utilisation rate of 64 per cent.
ADVANTAGES OF THE NETWORK
The advantages of these liner trains are obvious:
with this network and its large marshalling yards
and train-formation facilities, DB Cargo ensures the
fast and efficient distribution of freight in Poland.
The liner trains run to fixed schedules, which guarantees reliability and dependability. This offer from
a single source gives customers short journey times
and many cost benefits. At the same time, with the
liner trains, DB Cargo has reduced wagon-turnaround times in Poland substantially and thus
brought about a higher level of service and an optimum utilisation rate for the trains – which has also
had an impact on pricing.an

EFFICIENT NETWORK FOR
SINGLE-WAGON TRANSPORT
DB Cargo Polska is operating a well-used service for Polish
customers in the form of the Silesia, Moravia and Mazovia liner trains.

ustomer focus is at the very heart of the strategic
offers through which DB Cargo Polska with its
subsidiary DB Cargo Spedkol (responsible for sales
support) provide services to their customers. The rail
freight operator currently has a range of transport
services available and carries bulk material, cars or
intermodal consignments on national and international routes. As these transport operations are
carried out with both its own wagons and those of its
customers, DB Cargo has developed its own network,
which combines single wagons and wagon groups to
form mixed train connections in the European and
Polish national networks.
The company is currently operating three liner
trains, which run several times a week: the Silesia,
Moravia and Mazovia. A weekly pair of trains between
Poznań and Wroclaw links the three liner trains together to form an efficient network. As a result, the
single-wagon network in Poland is connected to both
the German and Czech single-wagon networks.
“In order to develop our leading position in Poland, we have expanded our liner train offers,” says
Pawel Pucek, Head of Sales at DB Cargo Polska.
“With a total of twelve pairs of trains, liner trains
form excellent connections between Silesia, the industrial regions of northern and central Poland and
Western Europe and the Czech Republic. This enables us to offer our customers new prospects
throughout Europe.”
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THE SILESIA LINER TRAIN
The Silesia liner train was introduced in 2010 and connects the industrial region of Silesia with Western Europe. To serve customers’ sidings, DB Cargo Polska
cooperates with its own subsidiary DB Cargo Spedkol
and DB Cargo Deutschland. The train runs from Wroclaw to Senftenberg and back via Zgorzelec Gr. and
Jaworzno Szczakowa. Wagons in single-wagon transport,
as well as wagon groups, are brought together for this
train in Seddin or by 23 sidings in Silesia. Trains heading
for Western Europe are put together in Senftenberg.
The liner train transports mainly chemicals, steel
products and household appliances. As customers responded enthusiastically to the shorter wagon-turnaround times, a second train was introduced. The
Silesia liner trains now run six times a week, and DB
Cargo Polska can adjust this frequency further as required.
The Silesia train is a complete success and a unique
selling point for DB Cargo: no other rail operator has
presented a similar product before. Last year, the train
delivered more than 22,000 wagons to their destinations
with a utilisation rate of 75 per cent.

Photos: DB Cargo Polska/Bartlomiej Banaszak, Illustration: Maret Tholen
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Contact | Krzysztof Chmielewski
Telephone: +48 60 630 31 77
Krzysztof.Chmielewski@deutschebahn.com

THE MORAVIA LINER TRAIN
DB Cargo launched an additional product in October
2012: the Moravia liner train. It connects the industrial regions of southern Europe with western and
northern Europe via the Czech Republic, passing
RAILWAYS 02 | 16

through Sławęcice and the Chałupki/Bohumin (Gr.)
border crossing. The trains are put together at the
DB Cargo Spedkol siding at the station of Sławęcice,
between Wrocław and Poznań, and arrive at the station of Bohumin Vrbice, from where they are delivered by CD Cargo to customers in the Czech
Republic and Southern Europe.
The Moravia liner train currently runs three times
a week. Tank wagons, containers and car-carrying
wagons can be transported in one train, but it is mainly chemical companies that have taken advantage of
this offering. In 2015, a total of more than 4,000 wagons were carried with a utilisation rate of 78 per cent.
THE MAZOVIA LINER TRAIN
At the beginning of January 2015, DB Cargo Polska
expanded its single-wagon transport network with a
third train, the Mazovia liner train. It is named after
the region around the Warsaw capital and runs three
times a week between central and northern Poland.
The Mazovia liner train extends the DB Cargo single-wagon offer in Poland to form a unique network,
and it creates an effective connection for industry and
commerce between Germany, the Czech Republic and
central Poland. The north of the country, with its
major ports of Gdańsk and Szczecin, is also connected via the hub at Poznań. The Mazovia liner train runs
from Seddin near Berlin to Poznań via Frankfurt/
Oder. From Poznań, it travels to the customer.

LINER TRAINS:
In Poland, many
customers from the
chemical, steel
and automotive
industries rely
on train connections
to western and
northern Europe.

Silesia liner train
Mazovia liner train
Moravia liner train
Seddin
Poznań
Kutno

Germany
Senftenberg

Poland
Wrocław
Sławęcice

Jaworzno Szczakowa
Gliwice

Czech Republic
Ostrava
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THREE HUBS FOR ITALY’S MOST
IMPORTANT SECTORS
DB Cargo Italia’s three large hubs serve different sectors. Brescia
Scalo – which has direct connections to Munich – is located close to
the heart of Italy’s steel industry. Three trains arrive here from
northern Munich every day and six trains per week come from Chiasso. From the hub, wagons are transported in single-wagon operations to several private sidings in different train stations. Customers who do not have sidings of their own can make use of a daily
shuttle to the S. Zeno railport, which specialises in the distribution
of steel products by HGV.
The second hub, Chiasso, is also important for the steel industry and
it is directly connected to the northern European network via Mannheim daily. DB Cargo – via Chiasso and the Desio and Milan railports –
offers its customers in the Milan region a door-to-door service for
almost all kinds of freight. Italy’s chemical industry also relies on the
Chiasso hub for their single-wagon system. From Chiasso, there
are scheduled services to Casalpusterlengo, Mantova, Trecate, Ferrara
and Livorno.
Turin, the third hub, has daily services from Chiasso, as well as connections to Mannheim. Freight such as timber and paper are transported to customers by rail via Turin. If they do not have sidings
of their own, the cargo can be unloaded at the Turin railport and the
journey continued by HGV.

NETWORK FOR MEDIUM-SIZED COMPANIES
S

teelworks, paper factories, breweries and construction companies: a flexible and efficient
single-wagon transport system is vital for many
sectors in Italy, as elsewhere. DB Cargo Italia offers
its customers in Italy reliable and sophisticated
solutions – and is often the only logistics partner
that can provide access to international rail freight
transport. “We develop individualised concepts for
a number of our customers so that we can respond
to their particular needs,” explains Massimiliano
Caglio from the DB Cargo Coal and Steel Team in
Novate Milanese.
Take Santarella, for example. The steel company
from Cassano Magnago in Lombardy sells high-grade
steel products across the globe. DB Cargo has designed a specially tailored single-wagon product for
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the distributor. The brief was to transport scrap steel
from the Sacconago site to Terni, where it is recycled
by the ThyssenKrupp subsidiary AST Terni to make
stainless steel. “For this transport operation, we use
wagons that arrive from Germany via our hub in
Brescia,” says Caglio. “Their cargo – scrap metal – is
unloaded in Brescia. The wagons are then bundled
here for the customer and driven to Busto Arsizio to
the north of Milan. 18 wagons make that journey
each week.” At Busto Arsizio, the wagons are moved
onto HGV and driven to Santarella’s Sacconago site,
where they are loaded with AST scrap. They are then
put back onto rail and transported to Terni. From
there they return – empty – to Germany.
“In the past, wagons were often transported by HGV.
It was a commonly used alternative option when there

SINGLE WAGONS:
In Italy, DB Cargo
is one of the few rail
operators that
still transport
single wagons and
wagon groups.
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DB Cargo succeeds in Italy with customised single-wagon transport solutions.
were no sidings,” says Caglio. “Today, this unusual
concept allows us to make use of available wagons,
while at the same time opening up access to DB Cargo
Italia’s national network.”
With these products and concepts, DB Cargo Italia
is well-placed in the market. With a dense network of
three hubs for commissioning, six railports and more
than 30 sidings, the company offers rail access for loads
that would otherwise be transported by road. The
three hubs are directly connected to DB Cargo’s single-wagon transport network, which stretches across
the whole of Europe. In the national single-wagon
transport network, trains link the Chiasso hub with
the two railports in Emilia Romagna (Dinazzano and
Castel Guelfo), in Lazio (Anagni) and Campania
(Maddaloni). Monfalcone, near the Slovenian border,

is also a part of this network, with transports to eastern
Europe passing through the border town.
“Single-wagon transport is very complex, difficult to
administer and not always competitive in comparison
with road transport or combined transport,” says Caglio.
The system also involves high fixed costs. Cost pressures may be one of the reasons why most of Italian
railway companies don’t run single-wagon transport
operations in Italy. DB Cargo stepped into the breach
and built up a unique, comprehensive international
network so that it could reach the customer segment
of small and medium-sized businesses in Italy. an
Contact | Massimiliano Caglio
Telephone: +39 02 367067 28
Massimiliano.M.Caglio@deutschebahn.com
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SUCCESS IN THE GROWTH
REGION OF BAVARIA
ANOTHER ONE
ON TOP:
The reach stacker
adds another container to the growing mountain at
the KombiTerminal
Burghausen.
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T

he eastern Bavarian chemical triangle is celebrating an anniversary: the KombiTerminal Burghausen (KTB) opened just over a year ago. The intermodal terminal launched with six trains per week
heading to the German seaports of Hamburg and
Bremerhaven. Today, the KTB is already handling
eleven trains per week, and approximately 46,000
containers per year are now being transhipped there.
In addition to the increased frequency of departures
from Burghausen to the German seaports, there is now
one connection to the Italian deep-water port of Trieste and another to Duisburg. As Duisburg serves as

a hub in the intermodal transport network, this connects the Burghausen industrial region to the ports
of Rotterdam and Antwerp, as well as numerous
other destinations in Europe, all the way through to
China. “We are pleased with the terminal’s success in
a region that is enjoying strong growth. With a large
number of connections, especially to overseas ports,
we offer the region’s industry an attractive alternative
to road transport,” says Berthold Jesse, Managing Director of the operating company KTB.
Every flat car loaded here makes a huge contribu2
tion to reducing the impact of fine dust and CO along
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One year after the opening of the KombiTerminal Burghausen,
the transhipment volume has almost doubled.

the entire transport chain. Before the KTB became
operational, local companies were served largely
by lorries using the roads. Now, the whole economy
in the chemical triangle has a link to the European rail network. This means a marked reduction
in the impact on motorways and major highways
throughout Germany.
The Burghausen terminal is benefiting not only customers from the neighbouring chemical industry but also all other sectors and freightforwarding businesses. The terminal operator expects significantly greater transport volumes in
eastern Bavaria across all sectors. Terminal and
Depot Manager Tom Schimmel believes the KTB
is ready for this. “It is a particular feat for a terminal to almost double its capacity within one
year,” he says. “We are proud of this, we are looking forward to further growth, and we are very
well-prepared for achieving it.”
One factor in the KTB’s success is the broad
support that it enjoys from freight-forwarding businesses and the local population. This success is

sustained by the objective of switching freight
transport from road to rail. Even at the planning
stage, local residents and industry were included
in the processes. This approach based on close partnership is also still a strength of all the parties in
the terminal’s day-to-day operations.
The KTB sees itself as an intermodal logistics
service provider for the region. In addition to the
terminal operations, a self-financed depot with a
calibrated weighbridge was opened at the time of the
terminal’s launch. This carries out minor repairs,
container checks, and dry cleaning and lining of box
containers with megabags or liner bags. The KTB
also offers both regional trucking and comprehensive factory logistics services.
Anybody wishing to gain insight into the operations of a modern terminal is invited to do so on site.
Tours of the KTB site can be arranged.mh
Contact | Berthold Jesse
Telephone: +49 (0)6131 15-73000
info@btt-gmbh.de
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MORE SPEED, MORE FLEXIBILITY,
MORE EFFICIENCY

BRIDGE ACROSS
THE GREAT BELT:
The train passes
through the
tunnel underneath
the waterway.

DB Cargo Danmark’s brilliant network train concept has resulted in numerous
benefits for customers and for the railways.

B Cargo in Denmark has combined the advantages of single-wagon transport with those of
block trains in a new concept. Additional single wagons are attached to the block trains that travel between
Fredericia and Høje Taastrup near Copenhagen for
long-standing customer Carlsberg.
“The network trains add even more flexibility to
our transport operations, to the benefit of all our customers,” notes Niels Malling Hansen, Account Manager at DB Cargo Danmark. The new concept allowed
the number of Carlsberg train round trips to be increased from two to three per day. The higher frequency is a boost not only for Carlsberg, but to those
customers who transport volumes via DB Cargo’s
single-wagon system, too. They profit from a higher
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transport speed and greater flexibility. Instead of
three, there are now five departures a week in the
single-wagon system.
The increase presents an important advantage for
Carlsberg. “The brewery can now operate with greater
flexibility in terms of volumes and make changes to
the production process at short notice,” says Hansen.
“This saves the customer money, as no additional lorry
journeys need to be ordered in such cases.” This also
allows the company to transport larger volumes as
required. Each year, DB Cargo transports on average
500,000 litres of beer and mineral water for Carlsberg.
The headquarters of the Carlsberg Group and Carlsberg Danmark is still located in Valby; however, production was relocated to Fredericia on the Jutland

Photos: RIEGER Bertrand/hemis.fr/Getty Images
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peninsula a few years ago. From here, trains cross the
Little Belt strait to reach the island of Funen and then
travel across the Great Belt. The destination is Høje
Taastrup, located approximately 25 kilometres from
the capital, Copenhagen. This is where Carlberg’s Terminal Øst is located, from where goods are distributed
to many different customers.
Crossing the Great Belt strait is a true feat of transport engineering. The Great Belt Bridge, known as
Storebæltsbroen in Danish, opened as a toll highway
for road transport in 1998. A railway track running
parallel to the road had already opened the year before.
Unlike road traffic, which traverses the Great Belt strait
over the suspension bridge, trains pass beneath the
waterway via an eight-kilometre-long tunnel.

“The decision for the network trains was inspired,”
recalls Thomas Vestergaard, Head of Sales at DB Cargo
Danmark. “We were able to exploit the high efficiency
potential not only for our customers, but also for ourselves. We not only make better use of our locomotives,
but we can also greatly reduce the time and effort required for shunting operations at the Ringsted hub.”
There’s no question that in future, network trains will
be crucial in unlocking the as-yet untapped potential
of rail freight transport, in terms of flexibility, speed
and efficiency.mh
Contact | Niels Hansen
Telephone: +45 88 30 09 33
Niels.L.Hansen@deutschebahn.com
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WoMen AT WORK

RELIABILITY IS
PLANNABLE
The specially dedicated Locomotive
Reliability Team at DB Cargo UK improves
reliability by 100 per cent.

T

Photos: DB Cargo/Oliver Tjaden

he reliability and availability of rolling stock is vital
for all rail freight companies. At DB Cargo UK, a
special team takes care of this issue. Since 2009, experienced engineers, workshop mechanics and university
graduates have been getting together to form the Locomotive Reliability Team. They analyse data collected
during the day-to-day operations of the 30 Class 67 locomotives at DB Cargo UK. This allows the team to track
faults and identify the root cause of rare incidents of
locomotive failure to develop and implement solutions
that remove these failures from fleets.
The cutting-edge projects developed by the team
include the Failure Modes Effects and Critical Analysis
(FMECA) methodology, adopted from a similar system
used in the aviation industry. FMECA is used to identify, prioritise, and eliminate potential failures from the
system, design or process through critical analysis, before reaching the customer.
“With such a diverse group of people working together, there is always a flow of fresh and innovative ideas,”
said Andrew Byrne, Head of Maintenance at DB Cargo
UK. “We have been able to increase the reliability of our
Class 67 locomotives by more than 100 per cent. In 2014,
our fleet of Class 67s travelled 1,376,000 miles with just
eleven failures.
The example sets a precedent: workshop staff from
the French DB Cargo subsidiary ECR have visited the
team at Toton and Crewe in the UK to share ideas and
find inspiration.
an
Contact | Andrew Byrne
Telephone: +44 (0)1302 576290
Andrew.Byrne@deutschebahn.com
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THE 2016 TEAM:
In the trench: Scott Percival,
George Fletcher, James Abrrie,
Mick Sharples
At the trench: Steve Martin,
Darren Smith, Vince Shore,
Steve Wilkinson
At the top: Jim Bodill, Carlon
Haemer, Carrie Anne Mead.
Further below: Brian Williams
Top right: Chris Dawkins,
Craig Batty, Dean Watson,
Paul Wilton
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“W E CAN MANAGE TRAFFIC FLOWS
BETTER IN FUTURE”
In February 2016, DB Cargo founded a new national subsidiary in the
Czech Republic. CEO Tomasz Grzegorz Iwański explains why DB Cargo Czechia
fits perfectly into the international network.
I’m convinced that our European network is truly
unique and important for us all – not only for DB Cargo
Czechia but for all the other national DB Cargo
subsidiaries. No other rail company can offer that to their
customers.
Moreover, the fact that we have a strong company behind us means we can start off well and with a lean
management structure. We can develop the company
slowly and in a healthy way, keeping our eye on our
financial aims as we go along. We have also started a
very successful cooperation with our sister company
DB Cargo Polska and the Czech company DB Arriva. They
have both helped us with questions relating to legislation, tax and controlling issues. Being able to cooperate in this way with DB companies is a unique advantage for us. At the same time, it demonstrates a deep
identification with the DB brand.

How would you describe the Czech market?
The Czech Republic might seem like a small market but
it has a relatively well-developed and extensive rail
network. Even small industrial customers maintain their
own sidings so that they can transport freight by rail
rather than by road.
On the other hand, the northern and southern parts of the
country use different traction systems. That’s rather unusual for a European country and it obviously represents an
additional challenge for carriers in terms of the locomotives.
The Czech company ČD Cargo currently dominates with
a 70 per cent market share. Advanced World Transport
(AWT) is in second place with around ten per cent of the
market. They were bought by Polish company PKP
Cargo last year. That meant we lost one of our partners
in the Czech Republic so we had to rethink our market strategy. That was also one of the reasons behind
founding DB Cargo Czechia.

How have customers responded?
Very positively indeed! We received several customer
enquiries after the company was established. And our
colleagues from neighbouring countries – Poland,
Hungary, Slovakia and Austria – are very interested in
developing with us. Thanks to this kind of collaboration,
we can now provide customers with truly European
solutions.

How is the new national DB Cargo subsidiary different
to other companies? Is the European DB Cargo
network an advantage for you in the Czech Republic?
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What do you expect from DB Cargo in Germany and
the other DB subsidiaries?
Over the next few years, we expect support from the
company in Berlin and Mainz so that we can develop from
a start-up to a fully-fledged rail freight player on the
Czech market. We already have a number of ideas for innovative concepts and products that we want to discuss
with our customers. With DB Cargo in Germany, we primarily want to implement joint sales initiatives and projects so that we can fully exploit our production capacity.
And we would be delighted to receive support from the
other European units, for example with the option of
leasing and using their locomotives and wagons. Going
RAILWAYS 02 | 16

beyond that, we would also naturally be keen to join
the discussion on the strategic development of our
European network. This would allow us to quickly
become an important hub on the DB Cargo railway map.

Photos: DB Cargo Polska

NETWORKER:
Tomasz Grzegorz Iwański
is CEO of DB Cargo
Czechia. The 37-year-old
studied science and
knows how rail freight
transport works. After
seven years at the Polish
company PCC Cargo,
he joined the DB Cargo
subsidiary DB Cargo
Spedkol in 2009
and was appointed as its
CEO in 2010.

Mr Iwański, why was it necessary to establish a national DB Cargo subsidiary in the Czech Republic?
Two factors persuaded us to establish a national subsidiary. Firstly, the Czech market lies at the heart of Europe
so it offers special growth potential and the opportunity
to better serve the European rail freight transport
corridors, especially the routes between the German ports
and our branches in south-eastern Europe.
Secondly, the fact that we in the Czech Republic did not
have a national DB Cargo subsidiary that could provide direct freight transport services by rail in the country
meant that transport volumes either passed by the
Czech market or were transported by other carriers.
With DB Cargo Czechia, we can satisfy our customers’
needs within our European network and manage traffic flows better in future. Both our customers and we as
a rail company will benefit from this in the end.

What are the next milestones for DB Cargo Czechia?
To begin with, we want to concentrate on achieving the
goals we have set for ourselves, including the financial
goals. Then we want to concentrate on expanding
the company with our own production, our own vehicles
and our own engine drivers. Over the next two years,
we want to prepare the ground so that DB Cargo Czechia
can grow further. That will require healthy and stable
development and it will lead to positive financial results
at DB Cargo AG.

NEW HUB IN THE NETWORK
DB Cargo Czechia is the sixteenth national subsidiary in DB Cargo’s European network. The company is
based in Ostrava, one of the Czech Republic’s most
important industrial regions.
Back in 2015, DB Cargo operated the first independent test trains between Poland and Ostrava, using
the licence of DB Arriva to do so.

FREIGHT TRANSPORT ON
THE RAILWAYS:
DB Cargo’s services
are in demand
among Czech customers – one reason
why a national
subsidiary
was established here.

By now, DB Cargo in the Czech Republic manages
transport operations to Germany, Poland and Slovakia. The company has its own Class 189 locomotives
and uses freight wagons from the DB Cargo fleet.

Interview: Axel Novak
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DIGITISATION IS
AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR US ALL
DB Cargo Polska is expanding its customer
portfolio and, in the process, focusing on digitisation along the whole length of customers’
supply chains. Paweł Pucek, the company’s
Board Member for Sales, explains how this is
already working.

What does the situation with international transport operations look like?
Half of our transport operations now involve crossing borders,
and a substantial proportion of consignments are made up
of high-value consumer goods. We are the market leader in Poland for international transport operations. The number of
these trains has risen by 125 per cent since 2009. Transport
to the CIS has a very special part to play here: transport services
to those countries have virtually exploded in recent years,
from four to 225 million tonne-kilometres!
You recently launched the RSO Internet portal, which customers can now use to make bookings. What is the intention
behind this?
We have been offering our customers the opportunity to book
via the RailServiceOnline (RSO) Internet portal for some time.
The background to this is digitisation, which is also making increasing demands on rail companies. For this reason, we need
IT tools for improved management and availability, which can
be used at all stages of our logistics chains. This is what the DB
Cargo Group’s IT system offers. It provides customers with all
functionalities, from electronic booking to the retrieval of electronic invoice data.
What advantages do customers have by booking electronically?
By using the portal, customers can dispatch freight quickly and
efficiently, without printing out documents and needing a lot of
paperwork to accompany the consignment. The system handles
every step relating to dispatch. This simplifies our processes
hugely, because regular orders are much easier to submit, individual requests can be set up in the form of templates, and the
booking status can be retrieved. We also plan to have a real-time
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consignment-tracking system in the future. We are currently
preparing a solution that will enable data from customers’ IT
systems to be transferred automatically to ours.
What are the next steps?
Our aim is electronic consignment-tracking. The idea is that
customers should always be able to check where their consignment is at a given moment and whether it is going to arrive on time. Another important point here is the harmonisation of all processes relating to a consignment. Until now,
shipping documents have varied depending on whether it
was a domestic or international consignment. We would like
to harmonise this, so that there is no longer any need for
manual additions. It will then be enough simply to log on to
the website, where all the details for the booking will have
been prepared.
We also plan to digitise other important processes, such as
the retrieval of electronic data sheets for brake tests. Here,
marshalling-yard staff will receive mobile terminals enabling
them to check brake data by wagon number.
How does the situation look regarding the organisation
and automation of processes in your company?
Imagine freight trains that pass through borders swiftly,
without stopping, while all the documents are automatically
sent digitally and customers use a special portal to find
out where the consignment is. Is this possible? Yes, of course!
This is the aim of the European production system in DB
Cargo’s national subsidiaries, which we are currently implementing gradually. The programme harmonises all services
relating to single-wagon transport. It not only reduces transport times on international routes but also enables us to
make better use of staff and rolling stock. This will increase
our competitiveness and, not least, customer satisfaction.

DB CARGO EXTENDS SCOPE OF
COOPERATION IN LITHUANIA

COAL TRAIN:
DB Cargo has expanded its services
portfolio in Poland
in recent years.

At the TransRussia fair, the German rail freight operator and its Lithuanian counterpart
Lietuvos Geležinkeliai agree to strengthen their commercial ties.

H

RAILWAY EXPERT:
Paweł Pucek has
worked in the
railway industry
since 1994. Since
1 January 2015,
he took the position
of Board Member
responsible for
Sales at DB Cargo
Polska.

Interview: Axel Novak
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Mr Pucek, DB Cargo Polska is strong in the transport of bulk
material, such as coal – but is this enough for a business
model that will remain stable in the future?
No, and this is why we have already made a lot of effort to diversify our offer. We are, for example, taking action to preempt falling volumes in coal transport. We now have a market share of
more than 20 per cent in the intermodal market. Simultaneously,
we are also extending our offer to other market segments, such
as single-wagon transport, wagon groups and our liner trains.
Mining companies do still represent a major part of our network,
but it is developments in other segments that enable us to look
to the future with confidence.

SIGNING:
At the trade show in
Russia, DB Cargo’s
Hans-Georg Werner
(sitting on the right)
and Lithuanian
Railways’ Stasys
Dailydka sign an
agreement for closer
cooperation.

ans-Georg Werner, Member of the DB Cargo Management Board and Head of Region East, and
Stasys Dailydka, Director-General of the Lithuanian
state railway company AB Lietuvos Geležinkeliai,
signed a group framework agreement at the TransRussia transport and logistics fair in Moscow in mid-April.
This contract governs the purchase and sale of rail
transport services between the two railway companies
and thus creates a commercial foundation for cross-border rail freight transport operations from and to eastern Europe and Russia.
DB Cargo and Lithuanian state railways have been
working closely together since 2011, when the two parties concluded an interface agreement. The two rail
companies have been jointly handling container transport operations between Poland and Lithuania since
January 2012.
Thanks to DB Cargo’s dense rail network in Europe,
the Lithuanian railway company is now able to offer
its customers a complete transport solution from and
to Europe. The framework agreement gives DB Cargo
the opportunity to become a rail service provider on
the Lithuanian transport market. The additional customers from the Lithuanian rail operator will enable
DB Cargo to achieve a better utilisation rate for its
European rail network.

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES BETWEEN EASTERN
AND WESTERN EUROPE
Transport operations from and to eastern Europe
and between Europe and China offer truly great potential here. Moreover, once the Rail Baltica north–
south rail connection is completed – the line is due
to open in 2023 – there will also be better access to
the Scandinavian transport market. The section
from the Polish border to Kaunas, which became
operational in 2015, is already improving journey
times significantly. Also, the new Kaunas and Vilnius terminals are offering customers the opportunity to consolidate their transport operations to
western and eastern European and Asian countries
in Lithuania.
This commercial agreement between the two
rail freight companies does not merely strengthen the competitive positions of DB Cargo and
Lithuanian state railways but also makes a contribution to the switch of freight transport flows
from road to rail and thus supports rail as a transport mode overall.an
Contact | Yekaterina Ryabushko
Telephone: +49 (0)30 297-54615
Yekaterina.Ryabushko@deutschebahn.com
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JOURNEY OF THE CENTURY THROUGH THE ALPS
DB Cargo will be one of the first rail operators to run scheduled services through the
newly opened Gotthard Base Tunnel. This structure worthy of superlatives is intended to
relieve the Alps of road traffic as part of a new railway link through the mountains.

Photos: AlpTransit Gotthard AG

MILES DEEP WITHIN
THE ROCK:
The final breakthrough
of the western
tube between Faido
and Sedrun took place
in 2011.
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T

he media are conjuring up superlatives to describe
this structure, which surpasses the imagination
of many people. “Our achievement in surmounting
enormous challenges to bring this structure of the
century, the new Gotthard Tunnel, into being is proof
of Swiss innovative power,” the tunnel’s owner, Swiss
Federal Railways (SBB), declared proudly in a press
release. The longest rail tunnel in the world is an incredible 57 kilometres long. In some places, the rock
towers up more than 2 kilometres above the tunnel.
Going through the newly opened Gotthard Base Tunnel will be a completely new experience for train drivers. They will be steering their trains through one of
the mightiest massifs in the Alps. Even at the maximum permitted speed of 160 km/h, a freight train
will still be spending much more than half an hour on
the move underground.
DB CARGO IS ONE OF THE FIRST
However, even after the scheduled opening on 1 June
2016, not much will change at first. Test runs, completion work and approval processes will probably
take another six months. The Gotthard Base Tunnel
is not expected to be opened for scheduled services
before December 2016. DB Cargo will be one of the
first to use the new Gotthard line. “We are currently
running various intermodal trains in transit from
Basel to Chiasso,” explains Daniel Knaus, Head of Rail
Services Switzerland at DB Cargo Switzerland. “These
trains will start operating through the new Gotthard
Base Tunnel as soon as the change of schedule takes
effect in December 2016. The oil transport operations
that have been running twice a week since April from
Chiasso to Birsfelden Hafen will also use the new
Gotthard route.”
The new tunnel will not merely make rail transport through the Alps faster and more efficient but
will also do a great deal to ease the burden of road
traffic on the Alpine countries. At present, some 1.3
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million lorries pass through Switzerland every year
and in all weathers. The Gotthard Base Tunnel is
expected almost to double the transport capacity on
Switzerland’s North–South axis to around 40 million tonnes. As a result of the shorter distances and
journey times, as well as the fact that the flat trajectory means only one locomotive will now be required
for traction, it is hoped that crossing the Alps by rail
will lead in the medium term to productivity improvements. This will make rail transport much
more attractive to customers.
The Gotthard Base Tunnel was developed as a
central element in the New Railway Link through
the Alps (NRLA). The citizens of Switzerland have
decided in favour of protecting the Alps against an
excessive traffic burden and – in the form of a public
association known as the Alpine Initiative – they
established, as early as 1994, the goal of switching
more traffic to the railways by expanding the rail
infrastructure. The aim is to reduce the number of
lorry journeys across the Alps in Switzerland to
650,000 per year. The Gotthard Tunnel is the most
spectacular NRLA project.
As a joint project with the parallel connection
through the already-operational Lötschberg Tunnel,
the New Railway Link through the Alps offers logistics operators an attractive alternative to road transport. From the end of 2020, when the Ceneri Base
Tunnel will also have been completed on the Gotthard
axis, the improvement in journey time between central and southern Switzerland is expected to be up to
one hour. What is known as the four-metre corridor
is also due to be in operation by then. It will then be
possible to transport semitrailers up to four metres in
height by rail on this line.
EVEN HEAVIER FREIGHT TRAINS
An additional advantage of this route is what is called
the flat-trajectory principle: the new rail connection
runs through the Alps with minimal gradients and
wide bends. The highest point is only 550 metres
above sea level, the height of the city of Berne. First,
trains will achieve higher speeds on the new Gotthard
line, and second, the trains there will be heavier. Forty million tonnes of freight are expected to pass
through the new tunnel each year, transported by 260
freight trains per day. There will also be 65 passenger
trains per day. The freight trains will reach top speeds
of up to 160 km/h, while the passenger trains will
travel at up to 250 km/h.
The tunnel’s construction was a project of the
century. The building work will have lasted 17 years
from the first blast in the main access shaft to the
tunnel’s opening. The plans for it are even older than
that. The first designs for a Gotthard Base Tunnel
were presented back in 1947 by the engineer and
urban planner Eduard Gruner. In 1961, the Swiss
government commissioned an initial project, which
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envisaged a 45-km-long two-track tunnel. However,
another half-century passed before construction
work finally began. The tunnel was built by AlpTransit Gotthard AG, a wholly owned subsidiary of Swiss
Federal Railways (SBB). AlpTransit Gotthard AG is
responsible not only for the planning and construction of the Gotthard but also for the construction of
the Ceneri Base Tunnel, including the installation
of its railway equipment.
TUNNEL WORTHY OF SUPERLATIVES
The main work was done by a tunnel-boring machine,
which – with a length of 410 metres, roughly that of
four football pitches – resembled a mobile factory. The
final breakthrough took place in the West tube on 23
March 2011 and in the East tube on 15 October 2010.
This milestone was celebrated with great rejoicing by
the workers. Many superlatives were achieved in the
process of building the Gotthard Base Tunnel. They
removed 28.2 million tonnes of excavated rock from
the mountain and put in 131,000 cubic metres of concrete, 290 kilometres of track and 380,000 sleeper
blocks. They drove 152 kilometres of tunnel systems
into the rock, including galleries, connecting and access shafts and the main tunnel.
The tunnel’s construction is regarded as a showcase
for public participation. Local residents were brought
into the planning process, and a large number of discussion events were held. Information on the projects
was provided in the form of (touring) exhibitions in
Switzerland’s main railway stations. In addition, information and visitor centres were built, and a film
about the project was made. Swiss environmentalist
organisations were also involved. mh
Contact | Daniel Knaus
Telephone: +41 (0)61 6901-261
Daniel.Knaus@deutschebahn.com

Photos: AlpTransit Gotthard AG

LAYING THE
TRACKS IN THE
GOTTHARD
BASE TUNNEL:
The journey
time will be shortened by one hour.
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DB CARGO
BACKS A DOCUMENTARY
FILM ABOUT
TRANSALPINE LOGISTICS

TEST JOURNEY:
Regular transport
operations will
commence with
the Winter 2016/17
timetable.

With the opening of the Gotthard Base Tunnel, attention returns to a topic that has long caused logisticians a real headache: how to transport freight
in an environmentally friendly manner across Europe’s highest mountain range as quickly and effectively as possible. The “Attraverso le Alpi” (Through
the Alps) documentary paints a stark picture of
how transalpine HGV traffic has long since reached
its limits. The film was made by Giancarlo Bertalero and Filippo Ciardi and received support from
DB Cargo Italia, among other companies. Bertalero
is an engineer with extensive experience in transport and logistics. Ciardi is a journalist and
filmmaker who focuses on socioeconomic issues.
The directors show the most important routes
across the Alps, accompany trains passing through
the mountain range and illustrate the complexities
of transalpine transport. They observe the impact
that the growing volume of traffic has on the environment and on people, with particular emphasis
on the burden caused by HGV transport. The documentary encourages viewers to consider which
transport solutions are best suited to transalpine
traffic. Aimed at a wide audience, from experts to
the layperson, the documentary presents a wealth
of valuable information directly from operators
and managers in the transport sector and offers an
insight into the complex world of logistics and its
diverse facets.
The film premiere is planned for 1 June 2016 at the
Turin “Cinema Ambiente” film festival, in parallel
with the opening of the Gotthard Base Tunnel. The
film is then to be marketed internationally to TV
channels and made available on DVD, BluRay and
as a version for online distribution. Visit the official
website to find out more about screenings and purchase options at the film website:
http://attraversolealpi.net or by sending an email to:
info@attraversolealpi.net.
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NEW DIMENSIONS

THE TUNNEL SYSTEM

FACTS AND FIGURES

· 	The Gotthard Base Tunnel is the longest rail tunnel in
the world; each of the two tubes is 57 kilometres long.
· 	152 kilometres of tunnel systems were bored into the
rock, including galleries, connecting and access shafts
and the main tunnel.
· 	A Eurocity train currently takes 4 hours and 10 minutes
to get from Zurich to Milan. In future, it will take just
2 hours and 40 minutes.
· 	28.2 million tonnes of excavated rock had to be removed
and 131,000 cubic metres of concrete were used.

290 kilometres of track,
380,000 sleeper blocks
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and 65 passenger trains
will pass through the tunnel per day
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AT DOUBLE SPEED

CROSS-BORDER:
On the French
border in Cerbère the
wagons are reaxled for the Spanish
broad gauge.

T

he Automotive RailNet gives DB Cargo’s customers an efficient, highly prioritised, rail-based transport network. Up to 250 trains travel overnight across
half of Europe, linking the production sites and sales
markets of suppliers and vehicle manufacturers. The
network designed especially for the long-standing
customer Opel plays a major part in the Automotive
RailNet. Here, the experts at DB Cargo Logistics
GmbH have been able to improve the logistics chain
significantly by relocating the central hub for these
transport operations. This has resulted in smoother
processes and even faster operations. “We have succeeded in achieving high efficiency gains in the delivery of components to Opel’s production sites around
Europe,” says Jürgen Wernstedt, Key Account Manager for Opel at DB Cargo Logistics GmbH.

LONG-STANDING OPEL PARTNER
As a specialist in Europe-wide transport and logistics
solutions, DB Cargo Logistics has been responsible for
supplying materials to Opel’s European plants by rail for
many years. The rail operator is thus fully integrated
into the supply chains for the production of a large number of models. The Opel network does not merely connect
the three German plants at Rüsselsheim, Eisenach and
Kaiserslautern with each other but also links them to
Opel’s international plants in the Zaragoza region (Spain)
and Gliwice (Poland), as well as the engine works in Stadlau (Austria) and Szentgotthárd (Hungary).
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Until the end of 2015, all transport operations on
these major transport axes came together at the Mannheim marshalling yard. Since January 2016, they have
been concentrated at the Einsiedlerhof marshalling
yard near Saarbrücken. The relocation of the central
hub took place for several reasons. “First, the new hub
at Einsiedlerhof specialises in automotive transport
operations,” explains Andreas Weiss of the Sales &
Operations Centre at DB Cargo Logistics GmbH. “In
addition, it offers the ability to respond quickly and
flexibly to incidents and to unplanned transport requirements or customer requests.” As the relocation
of the hub also means a reduction in the number of
wagon changes, the logistics expert also expects greater reliability and transport quality across the whole
network for the customer. “Of course, we took the
decision to relocate in close coordination with Gefco,
the logistics partner acting for Opel,” says Jürgen
Wernstedt.
The arguments in favour of this site also included
its geographical proximity to the Opel plant at Kaiserslautern and that plant’s direct rail connection to
the station at Einsiedlerhof. “The components needed for Opel’s production can be delivered directly to
Einsiedlerhof station on a service tour,” Wernstedt
explains. “That is a matter of a few minutes.” The
relocation of the hub to Einsiedlerhof also creates a
new departure station for the transport concept
known by the name “Mediterranean Concept” and
RAILWAYS 02 | 16
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The rail operator is working constantly to improve supply chains for its
automotive customers. Experts at DB Cargo Logistics GmbH
have shown in the case of Opel that it is possible to halve journey times.

supported by the EU through the CEF (Connecting
Europe Facility) funding programme. The Mediterranean Concept trains now likewise set off from Einsiedlerhof and are taken by the DB Cargo national subsidiary Euro Cargo Rail (ECR) through France to Cerbère
on the Spanish border, where the Spanish DB Cargo
subsidiary Transfesa’s gauge-changing facility is located. As the railways in Spain and Portugal run on the
Iberian broad gauge, the wagons are lifted onto new
axles at Cerbère before continuing their journey into
the Spanish interior.
The shuttle trains now need less than 24 hours to
travel from the new hub at Einsiedlerhof to Cerbère.
On the return journey, the shuttle trains transport materials for producing the Opel Corsa in Eisenach. In
Einsiedlerhof, these trains are put together with other
consignments and are then taken to the Eisenach plant
or on to Gliwice in Poland, where the new Opel Astra
is produced. “The new hub constellation has halved
the transport time on this major axis,” Wernstedt says.
The train now needs only 24 hours to get from Einsiedlerhof to Gliwice. In Poland, the traction is provided by
DB Cargo Polska.
SOLUTION FOR ALL AUTOMOTIVE CUSTOMERS
The new hub is also able to redistribute consignments
from Austria quickly and easily. One example is Opel’s
engines, which reach Einsiedlerhof from the plant in
Vienna via the station at Stadlau. One stream is pulled
together here and taken on the Mediterranean Shuttle
to Zaragoza in Spain, a second goes on to Eisenach, and
a third, smaller stream is sent to the Opel plant at Rüsselsheim. “We have now made an excellent job of linking all Opel’s plants together through Einsiedlerhof,”
Jürgen Wernstedt is pleased to note.
The fact that the relocation of the hub will also have
far-reaching effects beyond the customer Opel is em-

Turkey

phasised by Kai Birnstein, Head of Components
at DB Cargo Logistics. “Not only Opel but also our
other automotive customers are benefiting from
the improvement to their transport operations
resulting from the relocation of the central hub,”
Birnstein says. The DB Cargo Logistics GmbH
network is proving its flexibility – and demonstrating that the rail operator continues to surprise where flexibility and transport speed are
concerned.mh

FAST AND HIGHLY
PRIORITISED:
The DB Cargo
Automotive Railnet.

Contact | Jürgen Wernstedt
Telephone: +49 (0)6107 509-820
Juergen.Wernstedt@deutschebahn.com

THE DB AUTOMOTIVE RAILNET
On the basis of this Europe-wide rail network, which is organised to meet the
exacting requirements of customers in the automotive industry, experts at
DB Cargo Logistics GmbH have developed tailored solutions for component
and finished-vehicle logistics, ranging from individual connections to complex networks. Up to 250 trains link customers’ production sites and sales
markets from Sweden to Turkey and from Portugal to Russia and on to China
every day. Through the comprehensive management and mixing of transport
consignments carrying materials and finished vehicles, it is possible to make
optimum use of synergies and to put high-frequency, effective logistics concepts into practice. This network’s unique industry-based approach enables
customers to integrate consignments flexibly into the network. The DB Automotive Railnet offers high frequency and shortened journey times and reduces planning effort.
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PARTNERSHIP FOR QUALITY
Europe’s steel industry is going through turbulent times. The Austrian steel group
voestalpine is placing its faith in new structures, innovative products and improved
quality. The rail freight operator is helping in this as the group’s logistics partner.

G

lobal overcapacity in a slowing economy – the steel
industry continues to face great challenges. The
Austrian company voestalpine, a group operating globally with a wide range of specialised and flexible businesses making high-value steel products, has
succeeded in recent years in repositioning itself and
creating good prospects for the future. The group,
headquartered in Linz, is seeing good results thanks
to a radical restructuring of its divisions and greater
integration, as well as new, higher-value products.
“As a steel-based technology and industrial-goods
group, we derive our success not only from our excellent products but also from the flexibility that we offer
our customers in Europe,” explains Christian Janecek,
Managing Director of Logistik Service GmbH
(LogServ), the voestalpine logistics subsidiary. “One
reason why our business has grown so strongly in recent years is our excellent cooperation with DB Cargo.”
This is because the international transport of products from the plant in Linz – one of Austria’s most
important industrial centres – is handled by DB Cargo.
The partner on the voestalpine side is LogServ, which
was set up as a voestalpine subsidiary in 2001. Almost
one million tonnes of steel per year are delivered by
the European rail freight operator from voestalpine in
Linz to various recipients in Western Europe.
“In the early 1990s, our cooperation was dominated
initially by bilateral transport operations between

Photos: voestalpine AG, DB/Martin Eder

VOESTALPINE: STEEL FROM LINZ
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Steel is one of the most important industries in Linz.
The steel manufacturer Vöest, out of which the listed
company voestalpine was created in 1995, is closely
connected with the city’s history. The company is organised into four divisions: Steel, Special Steel, Metal
Forming and Metal Engineering. The Steel Division is
responsible for producing sheet steel. The plant makes
hot-rolled and cold-rolled sheets, as well as electrolytically galvanised, hot-dip galvanised and organic coated sheets. These are supplemented by electrical steel,
heavy plate and casting activities. The Steel Division’s
products go predominantly to the European motor vehicle and automotive supply industries, as well as the
consumer goods and building supplies industries.
In these sectors, voestalpine is considered one of the
leading suppliers in Europe.

RAILWAYS 02 | 16

Austria and Germany. 25 years on, these operations
have assumed completely different dimensions,” says
LogServ Managing Director Christian Janecek. Thomas Gerstgrasser, Team Leader Coal and Steel Austria
at DB Cargo, adds that “in parallel with the expansion
of voestalpine’s delivery radius in Europe and, more
recently, worldwide, DB Cargo has also developed in
its operating radius from a German rail company to a
European one with its own production network”.

COIL PRODUCTION
AT VOESTALPINE:
The products go
predominantly to the
European motor
vehicle and automotive
supply industries.

“One reason why our business
has grown so strongly
in recent years is our excellent
cooperation with DB Cargo.”
CHRISTIAN JANECEK
The Austrian steel manufacturer and the European rail freight operator have been united for years
by a partnership based on trust, which has already
withstood a number of trials. Cyclical crises in the
industry or global events such as the 2008 economic
crisis have put this partnership to the test. The
2009/10 financial year was the hardest and severest
that the Austrian steel group had faced for decades.
voestalpine responded – successfully – with wideranging crisis management and cost optimisation
programmes to improve efficiency across the group.
“This period shows that cooperation between LogServ
and DB Cargo is based on a high level of trust and mutual understanding,” Janecek says. The rail freight
operator reacted flexibly to this volatility and accompanied its partner through the crisis.
One distinguishing feature of the partners’ present
cooperation is the Europe-wide distribution of freight
by rail through DB Cargo’s single-wagon network.
Flexibility of transport operations with short-notice
booking for voestalpine customers works only if the
outbound logistics already has a high degree of reliability. “This is the daily challenge to DB Cargo, by
which our customer measures us,” Gerstgrasser says.
Moreover, the rail freight operator has adopted an
international position similar to that of its customer.
voestalpine, with its headquarters in Linz, is represented by 500 companies and locations in more than 50
countries on all five continents. The company employs
around 47,500 staff globally. With its top-quality products, the group is one of the leading partners of the
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CUSTOMER SERVICE – BRITISH STYLE
Staff at the British subsidiary of DB Cargo demonstrated the best in customer service back in December.
When a major customer of DB Cargo UK needed wagons urgently, the workers at the Stoke
Maintenance Depot in the Midlands, England, converted unused steel wagons to provide a timely solution.

I

n Britain, as in many other countries, the public
holidays during Christmas and the New Year are
used to carry out construction work on the railways.
Network Rail owns the rail infrastructure in Britain,
which equates to the track, signals, tunnels, bridges
and the railway stations. DB Cargo UK had taken on
the task of delivering construction materials being
used by Network Rail to improve and expand the rail
network over the Christmas period and in the future.
Network Rail first approached DB Cargo UK in the
spring of last year, needing 58 wagons to be provided
at short notice. After a period of planning, DB Cargo
UK decided to convert steel wagons that were out of
use into new MXA wagons that would transport the
construction materials. In July, maintenance workers
at DB Cargo’s Axiom Rail Stoke Depot presented the
prototype of the wagon, which subsequently received
approval for use on the rail network.
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are resulting in ongoing work to coordinate concepts
in rail freight transport.
Last autumn, DB Intermodal Services and LogServ
launched the service base for mobile maintenance at
the Ennshafen Container Terminal, where LogServ
looks after wagons in need of repair for the rail operator. The arrangement provides for wagons to be restored to working order within 24 hours. Deutsche
Bahn uncouples wagons that have come to its attention at Ennshafen and can then collect the repaired
vehicles straight away on the return journey.
True to the voestalpine motto, “One step ahead”, DB
Cargo will work with its Austrian customer LogServ to
adjust its pace to the changed market and the mounting
logistics requirements expected of it. “In this process,
we have in Thomas Gerstgrasser and his customer service team in Duisburg an expert point of contact and
satisfactory care in the handling of transport operations,” says Christian Janecek approvingly. mh

COIL LOADING:
DB Cargo transports
nearly one million
tonnes of steel each
year for the Linzbased steel manufacturer.

Photos: DB/Martin Eder, DB Cargo UK

motor vehicle and consumer goods industries in Europe and the oil and gas industry worldwide. In addition, voestalpine is the global market leader in
turnout technology and the special rails sector, as well
as in tool steel and special sections.
“We do not merely receive outstanding support but
are also able, thanks to Mr Gerstgrasser’s know-how,
to benefit from the whole range of rail-related expertise at DB Cargo and DB Schenker,” Janecek says.
“One face to the customer” – but simultaneously, onsite handling of transport operations when necessary,
for example by Schenker Malmö for deliveries to
Sweden – represents for LogServ the added value
provided by the Europe-wide network in DB Cargo’s
customer care abroad.
The continuing development of rail logistics in
the form of improved journey times, especially for
the automotive industry, or reductions in the time
taken to transfer information on the progress of a
transport operation are constant processes in dayto-day cooperation. Concepts such as Digitisation
4.0, volatile consignment planning and management
of outbound tonnage heading for western Europe

Contact | Katja Sander
Telephone: +49 (0)203 3017-1800
Katja.Sander@deutschebahn.com
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A TERRIFIC TEAM EFFORT
The staff at DB Cargo UK knew that Network Rail’s
requirements were challenging and that the timescale was extremely tight. The team at Axiom Rail
Stoke made changes to their usual maintenance processes to meet Network Rail’s needs. Production,
distribution, wagon management, procurement,
maintenance, technical teams and many other departments had to work closely together to ensure
the success of the project. “The team really got into
the spirit of the job,” says Mike Richards, Production
Manager at DB Cargo UK. “They know their own job
better than anyone else and were proactive, coming
to me with ideas.”
In general, the wagons stay in the same area of the
depot and work is carried out in one place. However,
during this work the wagons moved step by step
through different parts of the depot, making it possible to increase the speed of the work whilst ensuring
a high level of quality. A total of eleven workstations,
known as cells, were set up by the planners. Special
information panels were used to tell the workers what
activities were to be performed at each workstation,
by what combination of staff and in what timescale.
“We originally planned to convert five wagons a week,”
Mike Richards says. “But because we were able to improve the processes, we actually managed six wagons
a week.”
At the same time, staff identified steps in the process that were not needed or could be simplified to
save time and costs. For example, at the start of the

conversion, when the old steel wagon is being dismantled, the disposal process was improved by introducing waste containers to the depot, ensuring there was
a continuous workflow.
“We are always continuously improving the system,
to ensure that it is the best it can be,” says Lee Oates,
Business Improvement Manager at DB Cargo UK. Now
the project is to be continued until June of this year.
DB Cargo UK has achieved excellent results with
the project so far. By the beginning of April, 141 wagons had been converted. Efficiency and team spirit
have given the Stoke maintenance depot a new impetus for strengthening cooperation across disciplines in the interests of customers. The project has
not only enhanced the skills of employees at DB Cargo
UK, but has also created new jobs as 23 welders and
fitters were hired on fixed-term contracts for the project. The conversion of the wagons is planned to continue until June this year.an

KNOW-HOW:
Rail freight in UK.
Fast processes
support DB
Cargo’s production.

Contact | Mike Richards
Telephone: +44 (0)7801 906253
Mike.Richards@dbcargo.com
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ALLIANCE FOR QUALITY
T

he world’s biggest steel producer, which has an
annual production volume of 92.5 million tonnes
of steel and 210,000 employees in 60 countries, is
preparing for the future with new investments in its
plants. This move also includes strengthening its
logistics operations. With a new framework agreement, ArcelorMittal is reaffirming its existing collaboration with DB Cargo and is entrusting the rail freight
company once again with the execution of its European rail transport operations. The new contract will
run for several years and covers a total transport volume of 42 million tonnes.
“We’re very happy that the scope of the services we
provide for ArcelorMittal – one of our biggest customers – has consistently increased over the last few
years,” says Andreas Busemann, Member of the Management Board for Sales at DB Cargo. “The main aims
of the long-term partnership are to jointly improve
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quality, increase efficiency and to attract new transport operations to the environmentally friendly railways.” Yves Koeberlé, Vice President of the European
Procurement Organisation at ArcelorMittal, explains:
“This long-term contract with DB Cargo further
strengthens our collaboration. It offers a joint framework within which to improve service quality and to
get cost-reduction programmes off the ground.”
SUPPLY RELIABILITY AND OPTIMISATIONS
The close partnership has history. The rail freight company concluded its first framework agreement with
the steel producer in 2007. Since then, DB Cargo has
been responsible for a range of services, including
supply transport operations for the furnaces in Eisenhüttenstadt, the inter-plant transport operations between the steelworks and the delivery of products to
customers. Each year, DB Cargo transports four mil-

BLAST FURNACE
TAPPING AT
THE STEELWORKS:
DB Cargo is responsible for supply
transport operations
for ArcelorMittal’s
furnaces.

Photos: Caro/Hechtenberg, Rainer Weisflog

DB Cargo and the steel company ArcelorMittal have enjoyed a close partnership for many
years. This collaboration has now been reaffirmed with a new framework agreement.

lion tonnes of coke, ore and limestone in 55 weekly
block trains to ArcelorMittal’s furnaces in Eisenhüttenstadt alone. The largest volumes come from the
port of Hamburg, with up to three ore trains travelling
that route every day.
“As a big group, ArcelorMittal sets the standard for
bulk capacity, large-scale transport operations and
high levels of stability,” says Jakob Weber, Lead Account Manager at DB Cargo. “We are responsible for
the reliability of the supply for the furnaces.” DB Cargo
also transports semi-finished products – steel blooms,
slabs and hot rolled coils – between ten plants all over
Europe. This includes a supply-critical, inter-plant
transport operation from Bremen to the ArcelorMittal plants in the Belgian city of Liège. The national
subsidiary DB Cargo Nederland manages transport
operations through the Netherlands. A supplementary operational regulation ensures that the six-axle
Sah wagons can also be loaded with up to 85 tonnes
per wagon outside Germany.
In Hamburg, DB Cargo loads wire rods onto Res
wagons in two layers. This has led to load increases
of 20 per cent per wagon. DB Cargo, as a reliable partner, has also been overseeing and supporting the relocation of the wire rod mill from Duisburg-Hochfeld
RAILWAYS 02 | 16

to Duisburg-Ruhrort. DB Cargo regularly delivers end
products to ArcelorMittal customers, providing a
flexible service across Europe and sometimes even as
far as China.
ARCELORMITTAL AND DB CARGO:
INNOVATIVE COLLABORATION
In addition to the regional support concept, quality
assurance meetings are held twice a year, with logistics
experts from the four German ArcelorMittal plants
and DB Cargo sales staff entering into an intensive
dialogue. “Together, we have developed a quality system that we are continuously developing in these
meetings,” explains Sybille Klipstein, Global Buyer
for Rail Services at ArcelorMittal.
“The new framework agreement allows us to
continue with and expand on what we’ve already
achieved and to base further optimisations and innovations on a contractual foundation,” summarises Jakob Weber. “ArcelorMittal is the perfect
partner for this.” mh

MANUFACTURING
STEEL COILS:
The rail operator
transports semifinished products
to ten plants
all over Europe.

Contact | Jakob Weber
Telephone: +49 (0)30 297-57635
Jakob.Weber@deutschebahn.com
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rolled wire mesh, is very satisfied with this solution.
“The cross-market-segment reloading concept initiated by NTR and Nieten using Snps wagons has
led to greater reliability for our customer in Lübbecke in the provision of wagons for deliveries of
reinforcement steel mesh to Sweden,” says Sieghart
Gerber, the responsible Key Account Manager at
Nordisk Transport Rail GmbH. “Furthermore,
these round trips have also improved the competitiveness of rail as against deliveries by ship for
freight transport.”
Daniel Schröfel, the responsible Key Account
Manager at DB Cargo in Sweden, recalls how the
idea for this cross-sector reloading was put into
practice. “First, we tried out sending Roos wagons
for transporting three-metre-long raw logs for Stora
Enso from Sweden,” Schröfel says. “We used this
wagon type for these transport operations because
of the length of the logs and the availability of this
wagon type. For this trial, we sent the Roos wagons
to Sweden empty.”
Because the trials revealed problems with the
three-metre-long round timber sections when the
stanchions protruded and in load-securing, Daniel
Schröfel asked Stora Enso whether the length of the
sections could be increased to four metres. This
would enable the rail operator to use the larger Snps
flat wagons. The advantage here, according to
Schröfel was that, “in addition to stable stanchions
and a better utilisation rate, this offered us the opportunity to reload the wagons from the previous
run with rolled wire mesh from Nordisk Transport
Rail”. In the planning process on the ground in Sweden, they were able to count on the full support of
Martin Stridsberg, International Sales & Purchasing
at Green Cargo. A concept such as this could be put
into practice only with good cooperation among all
parties involved.

have succeeded in innovatively combining steel and timber transport between Germany
and Sweden in close cooperation with the customers.

S

teel and timber complement each other brilliantly, and not only in construction. DB Cargo has
now brought these two materials together in a new
reloading concept, to the benefit of its customer. Until recently, rolled wire mesh was transported on
Type R flat wagons for the sender BESTA Eisen- und
Stahlhandelsgesellschaft GmbH from Lübbecke in
North Rhine-Westphalia to Köping and Norrköping
in Sweden. Then the flat wagons made the return
journey empty.
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NTR and Nieten, together with DB Cargo’s Coal
and Steel Division, have worked out a new concept to
avoid these empty runs: the deployment of Snps wagons, which can also be used for transporting timber
and are capable of loading batches of rolled wire mesh.
In Sweden, the wagons are handed back to Nieten and
are then reloaded with timber for Stora Enso to make
the journey from Stockaryd to the Ruhr region.
The logistics partner Nordisk Transport Rail
(NTR), which was responsible for transporting the

GOOD IDEA:
The same wagons can
be used for the
transport of timber
and rolled wire mesh.
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RELOADING CONCEPT: STEEL AND
TIMBER BROUGHT TOGETHER

COMPETITIVE DIRECT TRANSPORT
The timber customer Stora Enso is likewise full of
praise for the new concept. “The reloading in Sweden has enabled us to transport our timber competitively and in an environmentally conscious
manner directly from the Stora Enso terminal in
Stockar yd in Sweden to the Stora Enso
Deutschland plant,” explains Klaus Müller of Stora Enso Wood Supply. In addition to greater efficiency in the processes, there is also improved
quality in the transport of spruce pulpwood, because direct transport means the wood stays fresh.
“The regularity of transport operations with the
constants of loading date, quantity, optimum
product mix length and wagon type offers all par-

Köping
Sweden
Norrköping

Stockaryd

Denmark

Malmö

Lübbecke
Germany

ticipants in the process greater certainty in planning and simultaneously reduces the effort
expended on planning,” Müller says. For NTR,
this is an exemplary concept. As Sieghart Gerber
of Nordisk Transport Rail puts it, “we see potential for introducing similar reloading concepts in
other transport operations”.
The reloading rate currently stands at 100 per
cent. The new round trips are proving successful
on several levels. They have enabled both customers to be offered a solution tailored to their
respective logistics needs. In addition, this
cross-sector transport concept has created important synergies, which have led ultimately to improved cost-effectiveness.
mh
Contact | Daniel Schröfel
Telephone: +46 87 94 09 78
Daniel.D.Schroefel@deutschebahn.com
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REPRESENTATIVE OF
POLISH HISTORY
The EDK 1000 crane wagon bears the serial number 7 and
was built by the nationally owned heavy-machinery manufacturer S. M. KIROW in Leipzig. The crane’s size and lifting capacity sets it apart from other models by the same
manufacturer.
The 1U fireless steam locomotive gets its drive power
from superheated water that is heated externally. It was
still in use into the early 1990s. Although this type of engine was still manufactured in East Germany until the
1980s, only a few of them survive today. The locomotive
transported by DB Cargo Polska was designed by the
Fablok company in Chrzanów, between Krakow and Katowice. It was built in Chrzanów and in the Wroclaw ZNTK
plant in 1957.
The SM 30 diesel locomotive was designed and built by engineers at the CBK PTK plant in 1954–1955. It was the first
ever Polish diesel engine and it was used by the Polish
state railway company PKP at several rail freight depots.
Some of the engines used to power this class of locomotive were taken from trams and tanks – which is why the
colloquial name for the vehicle is a portmanteau word that
combines tank and tram.
The TY2 steam locomotive was designed as a military locomotive in Germany and built from 1942 to 1945 in several
European plants. The locomotive had a simple design, was
reliable and was cheap to build. It was mainly intended for
use on eastern European railways. It could also be used on
poor-quality rail tracks because of its low axle load.

EXHIBITION PIECE:
The TY2 steam
engine journeyed on
Poland’s railways
until 1998. In the
winter of 2015/2016,
DB Cargo Polska
transported the light
and robust engine
to Gliwice, where it
will be used as
a museum exhibit.

THE FINAL LEG OF THE JOURNEY

“Only he who knows the past has a future” – this
was the principle that recently guided DB Cargo’s
Polish national subsidiary. Together with its partner, the Polish Scientific Society for Rail and Technology (PSSRT), DB Cargo transported disused
locomotives and one crane wagon across the country. The destination is the depot halls at the future railway museum, which will soon be opened
in the Silesian city of Katowice.
Employees of DB Cargo Polska have already
successfully negotiated the first two stages, collecting the aged vehicles and transporting them
safely and reliably across the country. During
the night of the 7th to the 8th of January 2016,
an EBK 1000 railway crane was moved from
Tczew near Gdańsk to the Transport Museum in
Warsaw. On the following day, three disused engines started the final legs of their journey from
Warsaw to Gliwice. The locomotives will be thoroughly renovated at the Gliwice wagon factory
and later shown in the PSSRT’s technology exhibition halls.
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This transport operation ran over three days. The
historic exhibition pieces were carefully coupled
to modern locomotives before they set off on their
last-ever railway journey. The trains had more than
300 kilometres to travel, most of which had to be
covered at night. “The biggest challenge was preparing the steam locomotives for the long journey,”
says Marek Ciesielski from Wagon Management at
DB Cargo in Poland. “The smaller locomotives, especially, haven’t travelled by their own steam for
more than 20 years.” This limited the speed of the
transport operation to 30 kilometres per hour. It
was also necessary to stop regularly to oil the old
engines. The locomotives were pulled by normal
DB Cargo T448p diesel shunting locomotives. Because the brakes of the old vehicles were no longer
in working order, additional coal wagons had to be
coupled as brake-weight.
RESPECT FOR HISTORY
For DB Cargo, this operation fulfilled a very special
purpose: “With the transport of these old rail veRAILWAYS 02 | 16

Photos: DB Cargo Polska/Marek Ciesielski

In Poland, DB Cargo is putting old locomotives out to pasture. A new museum in Silesia
is to take in and exhibit the old engines. They can no longer be used for
transportation purposes and are making their last journeys across country by night.
hicles, we wanted to express our respect for history.
It’s not just important to us as railway workers but
also as the historic legacy of the whole of the Polish
railways,” says Katarzyna Marciniak from DB Cargo
Polska. “I’m very happy that these unique exhibition
pieces can now be added to the collection of old rail
technology.” It’s not the first time that DB Cargo has
been active in keeping alive the memory of the Polish
railways. In 2011, the company’s employees dug into
their own pockets to renovate a TY2 steam engine,
which now stands on the square in front of the company headquarters in Zabrze.
The vehicles are an excellent link to the last century of Polish railway history. The EDK 1000 crane
wagon is one of the first of its class to be built and was
operational in Poland for a very long time.
The 1U fireless steam locomotive is a very special
exhibition piece. Thanks to its special technology, it
can be used in explosion-hazard areas, for example in
the chemical or mining industries. Fireless steam locomotives get their drive power from superheated water
that is heated externally.

TRADITION:
The 1U fireless
steam locomotive
was built in Poland
in 1957 and was
in operation until
the early 1990s.

An SM 30 diesel locomotive also made the journey.
Only a few locomotives of this kind survived the
waves of modernisation of the last few decades in their
original condition.
Finally, the TY2 steam engine is one of the plain
military trains that were built between 1942 and 1945
in several European plants. The TY2 transported as
part of this project was in operation in northern Poland
until 1998.
“As railway enthusiasts, we’re absolutely thrilled that
there are more and more companies who agree with us
that rail history is important. Thanks to the support of
DB Cargo Polska, we’ve been able to add a number of interesting exhibition pieces to our museum collection –
these illustrate the development of Polish railway
technology over the last few decades,” said Professor
Marek Sitarz, Head of the Rail Transport Department at
the University of Dąbrowa Górnicza. He is one of the
co-founders of the Polish Scientific Society for Rail and
Technology. The local initiative in Silesia is planning to
open a railway museum on the site of the old railway depot in Katowice in a few years’ time.an
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FINAL CALL

SAVE THE DATE

GO FIGURE!

Publication Details

Upcoming trade fairs and sector events with DB Cargo – come and see us there!

15-16
June

This is the proportion by
which Deutsche Bahn is
reducing the specific CO2
emissions of all transport
operations compared with
2006. The rail operator is
thus boosting its efforts to
date by 50 per cent. The
rail company also aims to
increase the share of renewable energies in the rail
transport electricity mix
to 45 per cent. The present
figure is 42 per cent. Rail
transport is due to be completely CO2-free by 2050.

BVL’s (Bundesvereinigung Logistik) eighth International Scientific Symposium
on Logistics in Karlsruhe on the topic of Industry 4.0.
www.bvl.de

22-23
June

Industry representatives discuss the latest developments in shortsea shipping at
the second ShortSeaShipping Days event in Lübeck.
www.shortseashipping-days2016.de
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INTERNATIONAL:
Dirk Zender
in his office.

IN DEMAND

DB Cargo’s website:
www.dbcargo.com

TWO COUNTRIES, ONE COMPANY

What specific steps have you taken?
We have launched three initiatives. The first
involves the use of interoperable locomotives. They are in the hands of drivers with
the necessary qualifications for international
transport operations, who can cross the border without stopping. The second aims to
make electronic data exchange between ECR
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and DB Cargo Deutschland simpler and uses
uniform production software for this purpose.
The implementation of this software has
been advanced by the EU project “Connecting Europe Facilities” and “Shift2rail”.
Finally, the third initiative seeks to standardise
the transport documents used in German–
French operations.
Are there any results yet?
We switched our first transport operation to
electronic shipping documents in September.
The other trains will follow gradually as soon
as all the legal requirements have been met.
We have also put together a team of engine
drivers from both countries, so that we no
longer have to change over on transport operations from Metz to Mannheim. Two countries but one company – this is the recipe for
our success.

RAILWAYS NOW AVAILABLE
IN DIGITAL FORM
railways is expanding its digital presence. Join us on this journey by signing up to receive the magazine in PDF
format – it’s quick and kinder to the
environment, too! You can register by
email at l-railways@deutschebahn.com
or at our website:
www.dbcargo.com/railways-digital-en.
Once registered, you will no longer
receive the printed magazine; instead
future issues of the magazine
will be sent to you in PDF format.

Interview: Axel Novak
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Dirk Zender is the person at DB Cargo responsible for improving
quality in the German–French corridor.
Mr Zender, you are planning to make transport operations between Germany and
France flow more smoothly. Where does the
problem currently lie?
At present, the handover of trains between
DB Cargo’s French national subsidiary ECR and
DB Cargo Deutschland takes place as though
the two companies did not belong to the same
group. One reason for this is that we do not
have any simplified procedures. But such procedures are essential if we want to stay competitive, especially as our rivals have long been
using such procedures …

Information for new customers:
DB Cargo AG
Masurenallee 33
47005 Duisburg
E-Mail: neukundenservice@deutschebahn.com
Service number/information for new
customers: +49 (0)203 9851-9000

UNDERWORLD:
The entrance to
Germany‘s oldest
tunnel in Saxony.

SIGN OF THE TIMES

TUNNELS – A SUPERLATIVE
STRUCTURAL INNOVATION
Whether it is the Gotthard Base Tunnel or the Brenner, modern tunnels surpass all superlatives and
are masterpieces of engineering. Even in the earliest days of tunnel-building, engineers showed
what was technically feasible – for example, in Germany’s first railway tunnel, which extended for 177
metres and served a coal railway between Tollwitz
and Bad Dürrenberg near Leipzig. The 4.5 kilometre long light railway was opened in 1836 as the
first railway in the then Prussian province of Saxony and had a track gauge of 585 mm. The railway
delivered lignite to Bad Dürrenberg, where it was
burned in the boiling houses of the local saltworks.
The railway then also carried the ashes to Tollwitz.
Initially, the railway was powered merely by horses,

and it was only from 1906 that the saltworks’ power station supplied the locomotives with electricity.
The railway line operated for nearly a hundred
years, until 1 August 1935.
However, the railway line became especially well
known because it combined some spectacular
structures on an extremely short length of track.
“The railway thus offers everything that could exist
at an installation of its type, such as the creation
of embankments, cuttings, viaducts, underground
passages and bridges, and therefore – irrespective
of its short length by comparison with other railways – has good reason to attract the attention of
the general public,” the Polytechnisches Central-Blatt of Leipzig wrote in 1837. an
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4,200 customer sidings in Europe – this is the
number of fixed access points to Europe’s largest
rail freight transport network that DB Cargo offers its customers. There is also a Europe-wide
railport network, aimed at customers who do not
have a direct siding of their own.
With 4,520 trains every day, the rail freight operator is the largest European rail company and
offers flexible, reliable single-wagon transport
operations across Europe. DB Cargo makes a
substantial effort here, with many marshalling
yards and train-formation facilities. More than
30,000 employees work for DB Cargo throughout Europe. DB Cargo makes almost 3,000
locomotives and more than 77,000 wagons of
its own available to its customers.

